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written with witnes s- killing defend ants in mind but which are
applied indiscr iminat ely agains t even the most non-vi olent
defend ants, study rapidly changin g statuto ry and case law, and,
yes, even actual ly try cases.
My most respec ted colleag ues spend hours and hours getting to know
their client s, includi ng a sketch of their lives, their educat ional
and vocatio nal skills , their mental and physic al condit ions
(includ ing drug or alcoho l depend ence or abuse) , employ ment
history , family ties, commun ity ties, and even the areas of their
lives where they have shown streng th and succes s in contrib uting to
society such as milita ry, civic, charita ble , or public service . In
other words , a good attorne y expend s a great deal of time and
effort learnin g about the matter s that the Commi ssion has determined "are not ordina rily releva nt in determ ining whethe r a
senten ce should be outside the applica ble Guidel ine range ."
That same attorne y, even when there is no defens e to the materi al
elemen ts of the charge , seeks to make his partic ipatio n in the case
an effecti ve interve ntion agains t the parts of a client ' s life that
are not workin g either for the client or for the commun ity . He is
part expert at client confro ntation , part friend , part lay
counse lor, and part a referra l source to expert s who can interru pt
a defend ant ' s misman agemen t (only part of which is normal ly
crimin al misman agemen t) of his life.
The reader of the excell ent article by Judge Sally H. Gray and Dr.
Timoth y J. Kelly, Counse ling the Alcoho lic--An Opport unity to Make
a Differe nce, "Res Gestae " (March, 1989), will find a rare
bluepr int for what the respon sible attorne y regula rly spends
enormo us effort s trying to accomp lish with his client s, and often
with great succes s.
For all of the rhetor ical flights in modern -day politic s that would
lead the public to believ e that judges are spinel ess , prosec utors
incomp etent, and defend ants version s of Willie Horton (whatev er we
are lead to believ e Mr. Horton repres ents), as you know, most
people succeed on probat ion and respond favora bly to these effort s.
But back to the emerge ncy.
Becaus e only about a quarte r of my
practic e (or perhap s less) is devoted to federa l crimin al defens e,
I would normal ly anticip ate that studyin g, interp reting , and
advoca ting regard ing the Senten cing Guidel ines would be a very
small part of my practic e. About federa l senten cing I now feel
lost. No, I am lost. I experie nce my client s' senten cing hearing s
in federa l court as someth ing of a lottery where the result is
announ ced to me by people who, althoug h themse lves profes sing to be
lost, know a l ittle bit more by attendi ng semina rs, retrea ts, and
structu red reading s of manual s.
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But among my fellow criminal defense lawyers, I am what is called
an expert.
My colleague s call me .
They think that I know
something and can tell them something to advocate for their
clients, or failing that, at least more deftly observe for human
rights violation s.
More often than not, federal criminal defendant s in our mid-sized
city are represente d by attorneys appointed under the Criminal
Justice Act, attorneys who may have only one or two federal
criminal cases a year . These attorneys , although well- intentione d,
are heard to ask laughable questions like "But if they're only
guideline s, why would the judge get reversed if he doesn't follow
them?" studying five versions in four years of what constitute s
"more than minimal planning" or "relevant conduct" is never
reached.
None of this is to detract from the incredibl e effort all of you
have expended on your amendment s. It is simply too great an effort
for the mortal practition er (by which I include judges , prosecutors, and probation officers who, in my experienc e, also cannot
keep up) to handle.
In all sincerity , I pause from my work to tell you that your
commitmen t to amendment s is not working.
As you know , many responsib le observers have doubted that this
attempt to mathemati ze the criminal justice system is even
possible. Can even the grinding of the teeth between the statutory
wheels and the Guideline wheels ever cease? Just last month I had
a sentencing in a criminal contempt case under 18 u.s.c. § 401. As
you know , that statute authorize s a sentencing court to fine a
de fendant or imprison him, but not both. Under Guideline 5El. 2 (a),
the Court is required to impose a fine in all cases . (except .where
a defendant establishe s that he is not able to pay) • Did you mean
the Guide lines to require a fine and thus preclude considera tion of
any imprisonm ent? (Please promise me you won ' t enact an amendment
to answer this.)
The people with whom I work (criminal defense colleague s and
others) may not be geniuses but they are serious- minded people . I
think that it is fair to say that the consensus among them is that
there is more disparity and more inexplica ble sentencing under the
Guideline s than there ever was before, and that all the tinkering
in the world is not going to change that. The disparate sentences
often required by the mechanist ic approach of the Guideline s very
often leave us wondering , or muttering , whether we should believe
"science" or our lying eyes .
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Horst of all, there is no account ability.
Defense lawyers tell
their clients that the prosecu tor names the charge that pretty much
determin es the penalty . Prosecu tors say they are just bringing the
charges and that the judges sentence . Judges say that their hands
are tied by the Guidelin es.
No one even asks what the right
sentence should be- -or what a right sentence is.
We used to have people
judges. Right or wrong,
look at the facts, hear
particu lar sentence was

who asked just that, and we called them
they had the courage and respons ibility to
the argumen ts, and actually decide that a
the most allowab le under the law.

I offer even that observa tion advisedl y because it invites the
opposite of what I am recomme nding.
I recommen d absolute ,
unquali fied, exceptio nless, aggressi ve inertia.
The Guidelin es
should be left alone long enough so that reasonab le people
(yoursel ves included ) can try to see what we have and what the
effect is on the crimina l justice system, crime, and the general
respect for law in society.
The punishm ent-orie nted model of the Sentenc ing Guidelin es seems to
be either far behind, or perhaps far ahead, of the learning curve
elsewhe re .
I ask that you please each, if you have not already
done so, find a copy of the Winter, 1992 issue of "Crimin al
Justice, 11 the publica tion of the Section of Crimina l Justice of the
America n Bar Associa tion.
The articles there, particu larly
America ns Behind Bars: Why More People are Locked Up Here Than in
Any Other Nation, seem now to reflect not just the opinion of
crimina l defense lawyers but the opinion of prosecu tors as well.
More and more people seem now at least vaguely suspicio us that
imprison ment has no more helpful effect over crime than an attempt
to make sentenci ng a science has over the justness of sentenci ng.
Instead of amending 250 Guidelin es this year r ' suggest you study
these question s and any connecti on you can see between them and the
Guidelin es .
Conside r also that if this large-sc ale experim ent called the
Sentenc ing Guidelin es is to be evaluate d, some of the variable s
need to be isolated . There cannot be 100, or even ten, amendme nts
a year. No respons ible social scientis t could stop laughing at the
idea of a review of your work that never sits still and thus
presents as a kind of man-mad e instance of the Heisenb erg uncertainty princip le. By the time you look at it, it ' s gone.
Perhaps if the Guidelin es could be left alone for a
period (which in my opinion would be a minimum of three
all the necessar y judicia l constru ction), the entire
then be seen as brillian t.
Perhaps each of the 434

reasonab le
years given
idea would
amendme nts
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would be regarded as having made the whole idea increme ntally even
more brillian t. Perhaps the punishm ent model of reacting with an
intentio nally reflexiv e sanct ion to a cert ain class of miscond uct
(however much it seems most of our clients were raised by such egodismant ling models) would be shown to bear fruit.
My own s u spicion is that we would find t hat success ful crime
control and success ful drug control r equire abandon ing the notion
11 more
governm ent is the answer 11 ; that we have been asking all the
wrong question s (e.g . , . Does a one- time small- time marijuan a
seller ' s 11 relevan t conduct" i nclude the quantiti es of marijuan a
sold by thrice- removed drug dealers he never met but whose larger
dealings were objectiv ely foreseea b l e, but not subjecti vely
foreseen , by him? or , as the Eleventh circuit actually addresse d in
a publishe d opinion on March 20 , 1992 , does the Sentenc ing
Commiss ion ' s amendme nts to a Guidelin e comment ary , as opposed to a
Guidel ine itself, nullify earlier contr ary judicia l interpre tations
of the Guideli nes?); that we have been asking virtuall y none of the
right question s (e.g ., Why are our children poisonin g t hemselv es?);
and that the gr eatest service that the Commiss ion coul d perform
would be to report to the public that there never has been and
never will be much of a penolog ical solution to these problems ,
only a penolog ical response .
Interest ingly , a typical federal drug case in Indiana often
involves dealing in "ditch weed"--mar ijuana plants descende d from
massive crops planted by the federal governm ent a half century ago .
Wit h no disresp ect for the good intentio ns that are driving all of
today ' s "policy, " it may also turn out to be much more problem than
solution .
The most intoxica ting , addictiv e , simple , and wrong notion of all
may turn out to be that attempte d federal regulati on of drug supply
is a substitu te for teaching our children one-by- one to love and
esteem themselv es, and thus not to ingest poison .
My persona l
opinion- -based on hundreds of cases of clients who have abused
drugs, many of whom today spread the contagio n of recovery--is that
the simplis tic appeal to federal crimina l regulati on to solve this
problem is ultimate ly a dangerou s hoax that worsens the problem
immeasu rably.
But we can never know any of this--on e way or the other--u nless and
until the blizzard of amendme nts stops . We can never knovr anything
unless and unti l the Commiss ion dist inguishe s itself as one of the
rare example s of governm ent regulati on that paused long enough from
its mad pace of interna l working s to invite objectiv e evaluati on of
its origina l purpose and its ensuing degree of success.
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Thank you for considering these thoughts .
And remember , please stop.
Sincerely ,
Charles A. Asher
cd
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By Hand Delivery
United States Sentencing Commission
Attn: Guideline Comment
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C.
20004
Re:

•

Proposed Amendments to the Sentencing Guide.l ines for
Offenses Involving the Environment (Section 20)

Dear Sir or Madam:
These comments are submitted in response to the notice of
proposed amendments to sentencing guidelines published by the
Commission in the Federal Register on January 2, 1992, 57 Fed.
Reg. 90, 97. The comments are submitted on behalf of Chevron USA
Inc. and its employees, and other persons who have asked not to
be identified.
The Federal Register notice proposed an amendment to Section
2Q1.2 (Mishandling of Hazardous Substances) to eliminate double
counting where the offense involves a permit violation . The
notice also presented two additional issues: 1) whether to
increase the offense levels of Section 2Q1 . 2(b) {1), and 2) if
Section 2Q1.2 is amended, whether a comparable amendment should
be made to the parallel guideline Section 2Q1.3 (Mishandling of
Environmental Pollutants) . Our comments follow.

1.

•

Proposed Amendment to Section 201.2

The Commission proposed to amend Section 2Q1.2(b) (4),
"Mishandling of Hazardous or Tox ic Substances or Pesticides;
Recordkeeping, Tampering and Falsification" to clarify that this
specific offense characteristic should not be applied if an
adjustment under Section 2Q1.2(b) {1) applies.
57 Fed. Reg. at
97.
The reason for this proposed amendment is to eliminate
"double counting." Double counting has occurred when some courts
have increased the offense level under Section 2Q1.2(b) (1) based

•
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upon a "discharge, release, or emission" without a permit or in
violation of a permit and also increased the offense level under
Section 2Ql. 2 (b) ( 4) where the discharge occurred "without a
permit or in violation of a permit. " The notice recognizes that
in many cases the "discharge, release, or emission" is not a
violation of law unless it occurs without or in violation of a
permit.

•

We support the Commission's proposal . The proposal would
correct improper and unintended interpretations of the
guidelines. The Commission should also assure that double
counting does not arise through an application of 2Q1.2(b) (4) and
the base offense.
Many criminal cases are brought under
environmental statutes that require permits, as is evidenced by
reports and statistics issued periodically by the
Government. The base offense in such cases includes a discharge,
release, emission or other activity involving the management of
hazardous wastes without a permit or in violation of a permit.
Double counting would be avoided if Section 2Q1.2(b) (4) were not
applied where the base offense involves a permit violation.

2.

I ncr ease in Offe nse Level s

The Federal Register notice stated that the commission is
reconsidering the appropriate adjustment for offenses involving a
release of a pollutant. The notice did not set forth any basis
for an increase in the offense level. An increase in the offense
levels under Section 2Q1.2(b) (1) is not justified. The record on
sentences imposed to date is very limited. To increase the
level, there would have to be a finding that the guidelines
underpenalize criminal behavior . There is no basis for such a
conclusion.
3.

•

Possib l e Parall e l Amen dment to Section 201.3

If Section 2Q1.2(b) (4) is amended to eliminate double
counting, we believe that a comparable amendment to the parallel
guideline, 2Q1.3 , is necessary. Section 2Ql . 3 is similar to
Section 2Ql.2 except the former applies to offenses involving
conventional pollutants. The two guidelines are parallel except

•
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for t h e lower offen se levels in 2Q1.3 . The reasoning set forth
in point 1 above applies to 2Q1.3 as well .
Conclusion
We support the amendment of Sections 2Q1.2 and 2Q1.3 to
eliminate double counting in imposing sanctions for offenses done
without a permit or in violation of a permit. We oppose
increasing offense levels under Section 2Q1.2{b) {1) .

•
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The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr.
United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 2400
Washington, D.C. 20004
Dear Judge Wilkins:

I write simply to express my agreement with the comments made by Katherine
Zimmerman, Deputy Chief Probation Officer, United States District Court of Oregon. They
were contained in her letter of February 28, 1992, addressed to you. We trust that you and
the Commission will give them due consideration.
Very truly yours,

(
1

James A. Redde n
Chief Judge
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CC: The Honorable Vincent L. Broderick
David R. Looney
Katherine Zimmerman
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United States Sent encing Comm i ss i on
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue , NW
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004
re:

Proposed Ame ndme nts to Sentencing Guidelines -Environmental Crimes (57 Fed . Reg . 90, January 2, 1992)

Dear Members of the Commission:
The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) , Friends of the
Earth, and the National Audubon Society are pleased to submit the
following comments on proposed amendments to the Sentencing
Guidelines that affect environmental offenses.
(57 Fed. Reg. 90,
January 2, 1992.) Collectively, these organizations represent
approximately one million members and supporters nationwide who
advocate stronger laws and stricter enforcement of laws designed
to protect human health and the environment.
We were disappointed that the Commission elected last year not t o
submit to Congress proposed sentencing guidelines for
organizations convicted of environmental crimes. 1 Moreover, we
believe that the existing sentencing guidelines for individuals
convicted of environmental crimes con tain more comprehensive
flaws than are addressed in the January 2, 1992 proposal.
Based
on research conducted by NRDC in connection wit h a law review
article in the George Washington Law Review, 2 we concluded that
sentences imposed for environmental crimes are well below the
level sufficient to deter these crimes in the future .
Consequently, we question whether it is appropriate to address a
single, isolated issue outside of the context of the broader
review necessary to address environmental crimes adequately.
We
understand that the Commission is in the process of creating an
advisory committee to assist the Commission in such a review, and
request that the nonprofit environmental advocacy community be
See Comments of NRDC et al. on Sentencing Guidelines for
Organizations, dated April 9 , 1990 and January 10, 1991, which we
ask to be incorporated herein by reference.
2

"Environmental Crimes: Raising the stakes, " 4 G. Wash. L. R.
781 et seq. (April 1991) . Copies of this article are enclosed
for the Commission's convenience.
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represented in this process, so that an adequate diversity of
interests is considered.
If the Commission proceeds with its proposed changes at this
time, however, we have the following comments:
Sections 201.2 and 2Q1.3
We oppose the proposed addition of language at the end of
sections 2Q1.2(b) (4) and 2Q1.3(b) (4). The existing guidelines do
not result in double - counting because subsections (b) (1) and
(b) (4) address different types of aggravating conduct or effects .
The baseline offense levels for both 2Q1.2 and 2Q1.3 apply to any
crimes involving mishandling of environmental pollutants,
including not only releases, but reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment and facility maintenance, etc. Other portions of these
sections add or subtract from the baseline levels based on
different indicators of conduct or harm. Subsections (b) (1)
address the result of the conduct, which is release of pollutants
into the environment. Subsections (b) (2) address the nature of
the conduct, which is release without a permit or in violation of
a permit.
It is true that, in some cases, no offense has been committe d
unless the release occurred without or in violation of a permit.
In other cases, however, such as the discharge of DDT under the
Clean Water Act, an offense has been committed independent of
permitting requirements, because the discharge is prohibited
altogether.
Ironically, under the current system the release of
a pollutant that is prohibited entirely receives a lower offense
level than the release of a pollutant which may be released if
permitted (and in accordance with that permit). Moreover, we
believe that releases without any permit warrant higher upward
adjustments (for example 6 levels) than releases in violation of
a permit, because in the latter case the defendant showed some
intent to act within the regulatory system. To address these
issues comprehensively, a different hierarchy than either the
existing guideline or the proposed revision appears appropriate:
1.

Baseline offense for any violation involving
pollutants;

2.

Increase offense levels based on environmental result:
a.

where the violation resulted in a release to the
environment (maintaining the current distinctions
between hazardous and other pollutants, and
between continuous, r e p e titive or single re l eases)
(b) (1);
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3.

b.

where the release resulted in a substantial
likelihood of death or serious bodily injury
(b) (2) ; 3 and

c.

where the release resulted in disruption of
utilities, evacuation or costly cleanup ((b) (3)).

Increase offense levels based on conduct, scaled
according to the nature of the conduct:
a.

highest increase for discharge of pollutants that
are prohibited entirely;

b.

next highest increase for discharge without a
required permit;

c.

next highest increase for discharge in violation
of a permit;

d.

next highest increase for monitoring,
recordkeeping or reporting violations with intent
to conceal substantive offense; and

e.

no additional increase for simple monitoring,
recordkeeping or reporting violations.

Particularly if the Commission adopts the proposed amendment to
address double counting in 2Q1.2(b) (4), however, we strongly
support the proposal to increase adjustments by four levels each
in sections 2Ql.2(b) (1) (A) and (B) (as well as 2Ql.3(b) (1) (A) and
(B)) . 4 For the reasons a rticulated in our previous comments and
in the enclosed law review article, particularly the data on the
adequacy of sentences that have been imposed to date for persons
and organizations convicted of environmental crimes, increased
offense levels are needed to address environmental crimes
appropriately relative to other types of offenses. This proposed
change also would more properly reflect the difference in
severity between environmental of£enses that result in releases
of toxic and other pollutants, and other types of offenses (such

3

In addition, this category should be expanded, or a separate
provision should be established, to address serious harm to the
environment -- such as loss of fish or wildlife.

4

This would increase the adjustments under 2Ql.2(b) (1) (A) and
2Ql.3(b) (1) (A) to 10 levels, and the adjustments under
2Q1.2(b)(l)(B) and 2Q1.3(b)(l)(B) to 8 levels .
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as recordkeeping , reporting , maintenance of equipment and
facilities, etc.).
Section 202.1
We support the proposal to expand the coverage of the guideline
addressing Specially Protected Fish, Wildlife and Plants . We
also understand the Commission ' s desire to specify the types of
fish and wildlife subject to increased offense levels under
2Q2.1(b) (3) (B), to include the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the
Endangered Species Act, and the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species. However, we believe the proposed list is
incomplete. Other statutes designed to protect defined
populations (and for which criminal sanctions exist) include the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and
Burros Act.
(It is possible that other statues and treaties
should be listed as well.)
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these proposed
changes. We look forward to the Commission's more comprehensive
review of sentencing guidelines for environmental crimes.
Very truly yours,

Robert W. Adler
Senior Attorney

U.S. Department of Justice

•

Uniced Scares Arromey
Ui>srem District of New York
Unued Stares Counlwu.u
Buffaw. Nt!W York 14202

February 27, 1992

Hon . w. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman
and Commissio ners
United States Sentencing Commissio n
1331 Pennsylva nia Ave, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washingto n, D. C. 20004
Re :

•

Proposed Amendment to the
Part 2Ql.2 Gu i delines

Dear Chairman Wilkins & Commissio ners:
On b eha lf of the Environme ntal Subcommi ttee of the Attorney
General ' s Advis0ry Committee , I am enclosing comments opposing the
proposed amendment to Section 2Ql.2 of the Un ited States Sentencin g
Guidel ines that was published in the January 2, 1992 Federal
Regist e r .
At a recent meeting of our Subcommi ttee, which was held on
Monday, February 24, 1992, the proposed amendment s were discussed .
It was the unanimous opinion of all of the United States Attorneys
Although our
who a ttended t hat we oppose these amendment s.
by the
taken
being
position
the
with
t
opposit ion is consisten
d
understan
to
you
for
important
it
felt
we
Departmen t of Justice,
to
y
a
d
a
on
s
guideline
these
implement
the views of those who must
day bas is.
As is more fully explained in the attached comments, the
proposed amendment s will only exacerbat e problems that already
exist in the applicatio n of these guideline s to environme ntal
We urge the Commissio n to undertake a thorough recrimes.
evaluatio n of the Part Q Guideline s rather than adopt a piecemeal
approach to amending the guideline s .

•

•

Thank you for your considera tion.
me if you have any questions about

Please feel free to contact
ition .

VACCO
States Attorney
Chairman
Environme ntal Subcommi ttee
AGAC
DCVjtaa
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COMMENTS TO PROPQSED AMENDMENTS TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELIN ES

Submitte d by
Environm ental Subcomm ittee
of the
Attorney General 's Advisory Commit tee
On January 2,

the

1992,

U. S.

Sentenci ng Commis sion

publishe d in the Federal Register a proposed amendment to Section
The Sentenci ng Commiss ion
2Q1.2 of the environm ental guidelin es.
issues

requeste d comments on three

relating to th is proposed

amendme nt: 1) whether Section 2Q1.2 should be amended as proposed ;
2) whether there should be an adjustm ent of the guidelin es as they
•

relate to offenses involvin g a discharg e, re l ease, or emission of
a pollutan t; and 3) whether Section 2Q1.3 should be amended to be
consiste nt with the proposed amendment to Sect ion 2Q1.2.
Critics of the Part
complain

that

Q

environm ental gu idelines freq ue nt ly

they provide neither

proport ionality in sentenci ng of the Sentenci ng Reform Act.
January 2,

1992

uniform ity nor

cons isten t

goals which were express purposes
The amendment as set forth i n the

Federal Register does

nothing to

remedy

the

problem s encount ered when attempt ing to apply these guidelin es but
only exacerb ate
instead will
: .

the

problem s.

This

proposed

amendment is a patchwo rk attempt to "fix" the Part Q gu ide lines
which would be better benefite d by a thorough review.

•

A piecemea l

approach to revising the Part Q guidelin es should be rejected a nd
the Part Q guidelin es should be re-evalu ated in toto •

•

I.

Specific Comments as to the Proposed Amendment to Section 201.2
The proposed amendment consists of the addition of the

following language at the end of the 2Ql.2(b)(4 ) specific offense
character istic: "Do not apply this adjustmen t if an adjustmen t from
(b ) (l) applies.•
In other words, if the base offense level is increased
pursuant to Specif ic Offense Character istic 2Ql.2(b)( l)(A) or (B)
due to the fact that the violation caused the release, discharge or
emission of a hazardous or toxic substance or pesticide (on either
an isolated or ongoing, continuou s or repetitive basis) the base
offense level cannot also be inc rea sed pursuant to Specific Offense
Characte ristic 2Ql.2(b)(4 ) because the conduct occurred without a
permit or in violation of a permit condition .

•

The stated reason

for this proposed amendment is as follows:
[I]n some cases, the "discharg e, release
or emiss ion" is not a violation of law
unless it occurs "wi thout a permit or in
violation of a permit." Acco rd ingly, it
has been contended that applying both of
these subsection s in the same case is
inappropr iate double-co unting.
The articulate d concern about "double-co unting" reflects
a misunders tanding of the

total

universe of crimes

that are

included as part of the Base Offense Level of Section 2Ql. 2 .
'! ..

it would not be illegal for someone to treat , store

Simply

or dispose of hazardous waste unless they do so without a permit or
in violation of the terms and condition s of a permit, does not mean

•

that

it

is

"double-co unting"

character istics

2Q1.2(b)( l)

to

and
2

apply both specific offense
2Ql.2(b)(4 ) •

Since

the Base

•

Offense Level of this specific guideline is designed to cover
conduct

that

encompass es

va ry ing

degrees

seriousne ss

of

including offenses that do no involve permits or permit cond itions
-- it is essential that the Specific Offense Character istic stay in
place

until

an .overall

re-evalua tion

of

the

guideline s

is

To modify this provision now will result in inequities

completed .

i n the sentencing of less serious crimes that are encompass ed as
guideline .

part of
A.

Legal Analysis

First,

it must be remembered that the

11

bas e offens e

level" is not exclusive ly tied to elements of a specific crime.
Rather, it is the threshold level - the

11

base

different crimes that share some commonali ty.
•

201.2 guideline ,

11

-

for a group of

In the case of the

the common link between the various sta tuto ry

sections covered by this specific provision of the guideline is the
fact that all of the listed crimes involve,

in some way,

the

mishandli ng of hazardous or toxic substance s and pesticide s or
1
reco rdkeeping requireme nts related to those types of substance s.

•

1 Other examples of crimes that are grouped together wi th the
same base offense level but which have different elements of the
offense are found in u.s.s.G. §2A2.2, the guideline provision that
covers aggravated assault. Pursuant to 18 U. S.C . §l13(c) it is a
to assault another person within the maritime or
crime
jurisdicti on of the United States with a dangerous
Ttie use of a dangerous weapon is an element of this
weapon.
offense yet u.s.s.G. 2A2 . 2(b)(2) provides an enhanceme nt to the
base offense level if a dangerous weapon is used in the crime .
Similarly , pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §114 it is a crime for anyone
within the maritime or territoria l jurisdicti on of the United
States to pour scalding water, corros ive acid or caust ic substance s
on another person with the intent to maim that person. The act of
pouring the liquid will necessari ly cause some bodi l y injury, yet
that factor is also listed as a specific offense character istic
3

•

The

2Ql.2

offense

base

level

encompasses

offenses

i nvolving the actual unpe rmitted tre atment, storage or di s posa l of
waste

hazardous

resulting

actual

in

contamination

of

t he

environment as we ll as offenses involving the failure to file
required reports or maintain records which do not necessarily
involve any unpermitted treatment,
environmenta l contamination .

storage or disposal or any

In fact, the 201. 2 sect ion covers

as diverse as the dumping of hazardous waste in violation
of RCRA, the improper storage of PCBs in violation of TOSCA, to
bulk

decan t ing

distribution

pesticides

into

in violat ion of FIFRA,

unlabeled

containers

for

and the falsification of

shipping manifests.
Section 2Ql.2 also includes offenses for which proof of
•

the violation of a permit is a prerequisite for conviction as well
as offenses for which there is no permit requirement at all.
In short, the base offense level is simply the starting point.
Every defendant convicted of a violation covered by 2Ql.2 starts
with a Base Offense Level of 8, even though many of those crimes
have differe nt elements, some implicating a permit requirement and
others that do not, that make up the individual offenses.
The Specific Offense Characteri st ics are designed to

.t•. t ' :

the various related but different crimes that are
grouped

•

in

the

2Ql.2

subsection.

These

Specific

Offense

18 u.s.c .
See also:
that enhances the base offense level.
§842(a)(2) and u.s.s.G. §2Kl.3(b)(l) -use of false information to
18 U.S . C. §1465 and U. S.S.G § 2G3.l(b)(l) obtain explosives;
material for purposes of sale.
obscene
.of
n
transportatio
4

•

Charac teristic s identif y factors that in some way may make the
specif ic crime at issue more, or in some cases, less seriou s than
other crimes that are groupe d in the same Base Offens e level and
thus deserv ing of a sentenc e outsid e the appl i cable guidel ine
It is import ant to realize that not every specif ic offens e
charac teristi c is applica ble to every potent ial environ mental
range .

crimin al statute encomp assed by these guidel ine section s .
In Chapte r One of the Guidel ines, the Commis sion
addres sed specif ically the relatio nship betwee n the base offens e
level and specif ic offense charac teristi cs when dealing with
regula tory crimes .

•

The structu re of a typica l guidel ine
for a regula tory offense provid es a
low base offense level (e.g. 6) aimed
at the first type of recordk eeping or
repor ting offens e. Specif ic offense
c haract eristic s design ed to reflec t
substa ntive harms that do occur in
respec t to some regula tory offens es,
or that are l i kely to occur, increas e
the offens e level.
U.S . S.G, Chl, Part A, Subsec tion 4(f) .
This structu re is followe d in the Part Q Guidel ines.
2Ql . 2(b)(l) addres ses a spec ific
Specif ic Offens e
harm that will not occur in all of the offens es covered by this
guide line ,.; name ly the actual d ischarg e, release or emissio n of a
hazard ous ::·or toxic s ubstanc e or a pestic ide into the environ ment.
Enviro nmenta l contam ination

clearl y more egregio us

is

t han a

recordk eeping violati on o r a violati on t hat is correc ted before

•

there is an actual discha rge or release .

5

•

Spec ific Offense Charact eristic 2Ql. 2 (b) ( 4) addresse s an
entirely separate and disti nct harm, namely the absence of a
requ ired permit or violatio n of a permit conditio n . The permit
requirem ent is not an elemen.t in all of the regulato ry offenses
This specific offense
that are part of the Base Offense Level.
charact eristic addresse s an aggrava ting factor

and

regulato ry

concern that is differen t and distinc t from the act ual rele ase or
discharg e of a contami nant into the environm ent that is addresse d
in 2Ql.2(b )(l) .
Permits in the environm ental regulato ry framewor k are not
simply paper exercise s or licenses to pollute.

They are designed

to be the result of an adminis trative process aimed at preventi ng
This process
pollutio n and contami nation before it occurs.
•

includes the collecti on of the best availab le informa tion, the
evaluati on of potenti al environm ental and health risks of the
proposed

activity ,

and

notice

to,

and

input

from,

concerne d

citizens who may be affected by the permitt ee's activiti es.

The

permit process can also be viewed as perform ing the function of a
safety net. Once a company or individu al is in the permit system,
the permitte e is subject to reportin g requirem ents and periodic
The permit process is thus the mechanis m used to
activiti es that have the potentia l for causing

monitor

environm ental damage with the goal of stopping unsafe practice s
before they escalate out of control. Individu als or compani es who

•

avoid

the

permitti ng process

entirely deserve

to have

their

sentence s enhanced because by avoiding the permit process they
6

•

subver t the e ntire regulatory scheme .

When thi s behavior results

in actual environme ntal damage, it should be subject to the most
se rious sentences .
Violators who are convicted of violating the terms of
permit are also subject

their

subsection 2Ql.2(b}(4 }.

to an enhanceme nt pursuant

to

Although the harm to the regulatory system

by permit violators is different than those who simply avoid t he
system altogethe r , there is still a regulatory interest in assuring
that those who apply for and receive permits actually comply with
the limitation s and requireme nts in the permit.

Clearly, if a

defendant actually has a permit and simply ignores its limitation s,

•

that factor reflects both knowing intention al conduct and a disdain
2
Thus, as has been previousl y
for the regulatory process.
stated,

the

permit

factors

addressed

2Ql.2(b}(4 }

are

a

completel y sepa rate aggravatin g factors that are not addressed by
the 2Ql . 2(b)(l) Specific Offense Character istic.

Some argue that the harm to the regulatory system by
permit violators is not as egregious as the harm caused by those
Howeve r, the distinctio n
who avoid the system all together .
avoid the system all
who
those
between permit violators and
.
amendment
togethe r i s not addressed by the proposed
respect to
with
made
argument that is sometimes
type of
certain
a
of the guideline s is that i f
this
· be
never
would
it
that
bad
treatmen or d isposal activity is so
should
istic
character
then this specific offense
permitt · ,
However, this interpreta tion of the guideline s
not be apPlied .
would res ul t in a lower base offense level for conduct that was so
egregious that it would never be permitted than for conduct that
would be allowed within a permit structure .
These are examples of a provision that could be reevaluated if the Part Q guideline s were reviewed as a whole rather
than in piecemeal fashion •
2

•

in

7

•

Nor is the structure of the Pa r t Q Guidelines an a nomal y
when examined within the framework of other guideline sections .
Rather the format is similar to guidelines that focus on other
categories of crimes.

Courts have addressed and rejected similar
under other guidelines, for example, in

double counting

United States v. Braxton, 903 F.2d 292 (4th Cir. 1990) the court
rejected the defendant's argument that adding three levels because
the

victim was

a

law enforcement

officer

under

3Al.2

to

a

conviction for assaulting a federal officer in violation of 18

u.s.c.

double - counted
underlying crime. 3

•

§111

11

11

the

11

federal officer .. element of the

If the application of both 2Ql.2(b)(l) and 2Ql.2(b)(4)
constitutes double counting,

then another example of

exists in the 201.2 guidelines.

counting..

"double

Under the analysis

which is the basis for the proposed amendment, it would also be
double counting to decrease the f inal offense level pursuant to
in situations where the offense involved a simple

2Ql.2(b) (6)

recordkeeping or reporting violation only since the violat ion of
falsification of records is wholly covered by the Base Offense
Level.
..Since subsections {b){l) and (b)(4) address different
..

-

and different harms (i.e. aggravating factors),

the application of both these factors to the same defendant does
not constitute double counting.

•

Although subsection (b){4) may not

be the perfect way to account for various aggravating factors that
3

Other examples are given supra at footnote 1.
8

•

legitima t e ly ca ll fo r enhanceme nt o f a sentence,
not only

amendment

f a ils

to

improve on

the proposed

the e x isting Part Q

gu i delines, but will only crea te additiona l problems.
Practical Ramificat ions of the Proposed Amendment

B.

The significan ce of this proposed Amendment is apparent
when examining guideline calculatio ns in some actual cases and
factual scenarios . 4
1.

u.s. y. Anthony St. Angelo,
Crim. No. WN-91-0173 (D. Md . )

Anthony St . Angelo was convicted by a jury of four counts
of illegal disposal of hazardous waste at his furniture refinishin g
business which was l ocated in Ijamsvill e, Maryland.

•

From December,

1987 through March, 1990, St. Angelo directed employees to dispose
of spent solvents that were used in the furniture stripping and
refinish i ng business at three different loca t ions liquid waste from
the stripping process was sometimes mixed with sawdust and then put
i nto a trash dumpster and sent to a municipal landfill.
occasions ,

On other

the spent solvents were mixed with sawdust and the

sawdust was spread on the floor of the building to allow the
solvents to evaporate .
hillside on

the

Liquid wastes were also poured down the

southeast

corner

of

the

property with

a spillway was created down the hill.
liquid

•

waste

such

This same

was also poured onto the ground in the northwest

4 For purposes of this analysis, reference is made only to
Thus a
applicatio n of the Part Q Environme ntal Guideline s .
ng
dependi
change
might
particula r defendant 's Final Offense Level
for
credit
given
was
on factors such as whether defendant
acceptanc e of responsib ility, was determine d to be the leader of
or used a special skill.
criminal
9

•

Du ring the execut ion of a crimin al search
warran t in March, 1990, soil sample s confirm ed the presenc e of
spent solven ts and high levels of lead in one area of the site.
corner of the site.

St. Angelo was not a strang er to the requ irement s for
safe dispos al of hazard ous waste. He had previo usly been cited in
1984 by the state for hazardo us waste violati ons whe n ope.rati ng a
simila r busine ss at a differ ent locatio n.

At that time, he was

told how to proper ly store his waste and that he needed to get a
Compa ny
license d hazardo us waste hauler to remove the waste.
employ ees testifi ed that St. Angelo had looked i nto the cost of
proper ly dispos ing of the waste but rejecte d that option since it
was estima ted that it would cost the company approxi mately $1600 a
month to legally dispos e of the waste that was genera ted by their
•

During the time per iod he was in operat ion , St. Angelo
made variou s mislea ding repres entatio ns to the state regul ators
concer ning the nature of his busine ss and the quanti ty and type of

operat ion.

waste he was genera ting specif ically to avoid regula tion of his
busine ss and detecti on of his activit y.
In short, the overal l picture which emerged as a result
of eviden ce presen ted at the trial was that St. Angelo (1) knew he
regula ted hazardo us waste; ( 2) knew the proper way
was
waste but delibe rately chose to act illega lly to save
money; and (3) affirm ati vely attemp ted to concea l his illega l
to

dispos al.

•

Under the curren t guidel ines, St. Angelo 's
senten ce would be calcula ted as follow s:
10

gu ideli ne

•

§2Q1. 2 (a) Base Offe nse Level

8

§2Q1.2(b) (1) (A) - continuou s o r repetitive
d ischarge of a hazardous o r toxic substance

6

§2Ql . 2(b)(4) - involved disposal without a permit

_4_

FINAL OFFENSE LEVEL
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Assuming that St. Angelo has a Criminal History Category
o f I, his guideline sentencing range would be between 27 and 33
months.
Under the proposed amendment , the district court would
have

the option of choosing to apply either

§2Ql.2(b) (l)

or

§2Q1.2(b) (4) since, arguably, the amendment does not specify which
speci f i c offense c haracteri stic mu st be used .

•

If the court

calculated the ad justed offense level using §2Q1. 2 (b) ( 1), St.
Angelo's Final Offense Level would only be a level 14, whi ch
translates to a sentencing range of 15 to 21 months.

If the

sentencin g judge were to decide to apply a two level "gu ided "
downward departure pursuant to Applicatio n Note 4,

St. Angelo 's

final offense level would be 12, which translates to a sen t e nci ng
5
At this level St. Angelo would be
range of 10 to 16 months.

•

5 Due to the inherent flex i bil i ty that is built into the Part
in the Applicatio n Notes, St . Angelo's final offense
Q
from a level 14 (15 to 21 months) to a level 24
vary
level
under the current gu idelines . If the amendme nt
(51 to
Offense Level could vary from a level 10 (6
Final
the
i s adopted';
14 (15 to 21 months). Where an individua l
level
a
to
months)
t o 12
range of 15 to 63 months, (or under the
the
within
is sentenced
21 months) depends almost solely on the
to
6
s,
amendment
proposed
l distr i ct court judge has of t he
individua
an
view
personal
culpabili ty of t he defendant . These
and
offense
the
of
ss
seriousne
invitation to disparate sentences
an
thus
are
Applicatio n Notes
sentences from distr ict to
varying
widely
in
and wi ll r esult
district.
11

•

eligib le to rece i ve a split sentenc e pursua nt to §5Cl.l (c)(3)
(d)( 2).
If the court were to choose to apply §2Ql.2 (b)(4), t he
adj usted offense level would only be a level 12

and if a "guided "

depart ure pursua nt to Applic ation Note 8 were made, St. Angelo 's
adjuste d 9ffens e level would be 10 (a range of 6 to 10 months ) and
he would be eligib le for probat ion with condit ions of confine ment
pursua nt to §5Bl.l (a)(2).
2.

U.S. v. Marvin Muelle r
Crim. No . 91 -00204CR(4) (E.D. Mo.)

Marvin Muelle r entered a plea of guilty to the illega l
transp or tation of hazardo us waste and the illega l dispos al of

•

hazard ous waste fr om his dry cleanin g establi shmen t in Saint Louis,
Missou ri. Marvin had been in the dry cleanin g busine ss for nearly
twenty years and ran an indust rial chemic al and solven ts supply
company for fifteen years. From on or about November 1987 until
March 1989, Mr. Mue ller illega lly stored variou s waste materi als in
trailer s alongs ide his dry cleanin g busine ss. After the City of
Saint Louis f ire inspec tors finally surveye d his out buildin gs and
noted that there were drums of chemic als stored in the trailer s ,
Muelle r contac ted someone to "dispo se"of these drums for him.
Althou gh Muelle r had an existin g contra ct with the Safety
Kleen

.,;;(...

to dispos e of can isters from his dry cleane rs,

Muelle r C6ntac ted John Hall and arrange d with Hall to have the
drums loaded onto a rental truck, taken to a remote area of a
neighb or ing county and "dumped" there.

•

All 23 barrel s con taining

variou s dry cleanin g waste mater ials were left abando ned on the
12

roads i de.

Ma ny of these barrels were ruptured du ring t he un loading

or lea ki ng after t hey were aba ndoned.
Laborato ry analysis done by the Missour i De partme nt o f
Natural Resourc es Laborato ry showed that these drums containe d
wastes that met the ignitab il i ty charact eris t ic f o r hazardou s
wastes.
and

Based upon his extensiv e experien ce i n t he dry c l e an i ng
chemica ls busines s, Marvin Mueller (1) knew he was

involved with materia ls that were regulate d; (2) knew the proper
way to dispose of these wastes and del i bera tely chose to act
i l legall y to save money.
Under

the

current

guidelin es,

Mueller 's

presente nce

guidelin e calculat ion should be:
§2Q.2(a)

Base Offense Level

8

§2Q1.2( b)(1) (B)

Discharg e, Release, or Emission of
a hazardous s ubs tance

4

§2Q1.2( b)(4)

Transpo rtation, Treatme nt or
Disposa l without a permit

__4_
16

FINAL OFFENSE LEVEL

Assuming this defenda nt has a crimina l history cat egory
of I, the guidelin e range would be twenty-o ne to twenty seven
..Without the four l evel enhancem ent pursuan t to
months.
Mueller 's final offense level would only be a level

-· .
12, which would result in sentenci ng range of t en to s ixteen
Thus, under the proposed amendment, if a defenda nt
months. 6
6 At t he sentenci ng i n this case, the distric t court applied
a three level "guided" downward departu re pursuant to §201.2(B ) ( 4 ) ,
comment (n.8), and a two level ad j ustment for acceptan ce of
13

•

illega lly stored haza rdous waste without a permit , he would end up
with the same sentencing range as at a defendant who actually
causes a release of hazardous was t e i nto the env i ronme nt.
II.

Comments on Future Amendments to the Part 0 Guidelines
single

The

most

significant

factor

undermines

that

certainty when computing a guidelines sentence under Part Q is the
wide range of discretion and flexibility afforded to the sentencing
to the Application Notes that accompany the Part Q

court
Gu i delines.
the

These Application Notes act as a broad invitation to

sentencing

courts

to

depart

with

the

result

that

the

adjustments for aggravating factors that are identified as part of
the Specific Offense Characterist ics are undercut . The uncertainty
created by the Part Q guidelines Application Notes makes it very
•

difficult to conduct meaningful plea negotiations and frequent l y
leads to lengthy and protracted sentencing hearings .
and most importantly,
several cases,

as is

In addition,

illustrated by an examination of

it is possible for defendants to receive widely

varying sentences for comparable crimes.
In United States y. Wells 922 F.2d 54 (1st Cir. 1991),
John Wells and his company, Wells Metal Finishing,

Inc, were

convicted of knowingly discharging excessive amounts of zinc and
cyanide

the City of Lowell's sewer system

two years between 1987 and 1989.

•

for approximately

At sentencing, the district court

Thus Mueller's final
responsibili ty pursuant to §3E1 .1 (a).
range of 8 to
sentencing
a
with
11
level
was
adjusted offense level
to 4 months
him
sentenced
court
fourteen months. The district
arrest.
house
confinement and four months of
14

assigned a base offense level of eight to the offense pursuant to
U.S.S. G.

The court then looked to the Specifi c Offense

201.2.

§

Character i stics and increased the base offense level by six levels
pursuant to §2Ql.2(b) (l)(A), since the cri me involved a continuou s
or repetitive release of a hazardous substance .
The

court

also

made

a

two-level

ad·j us tmen t

upward

pursuant to §2Ql.2(b) (3) finding that there was suff icient evidence
to establish that a public utility,

the Lowell Water Control

Departmen t, was disrupted by the defendant 's conduct.
Circuit Court of Appeals noted, U.S.S .G

§

As the First

2Q1.2(b)(3 ) requires

a

level upward adjustmen t for disruption of a public utility,
effective ly making

the

district

court's

applicat ion

subsection a two level downward departure .

of

this

Since the district

court did not make any specific findings to justify this two level
departure ,

the

First

Circuit

assumed

that

he

had

relied on

Applicatio n Note 7 to §2Q1.2, which states:
Depending upon the nature of the
contamina tion involved, a departure
of up to two levels either upward or
downward could be warranted .
Finally, the district court reduced the offense level pursuant to
§3El.l due to the defendant 's acceptance of responsib ility. Thus
7 John Wells
offense level was a level fourteen.
the
ro

was sentenced to fifteen months

imprisonm ent and one year of

supervise d release.
7

Although this crime involved an offense that violated the
terms of the defendant 's permit with the City of Lowell, no
adjustmen t was made to the offense level pur suant to §2Ql.2(b) (4).
15

•

When compared to pre-guide line sentences , John Wells •
sentence would be cons ide red to be a stiff sentence.
under the guideline s as presen tly structured ,
sentence could have been much longer.

However,

this defenda nt's

A stra i ght forward guideline

computatio n would include a base offense level of 8 pursuant to
2Ql.2(a); an increase of 6 pursuant to 2Ql.2(b)( l)(A) for a
continuou s or repetitive d i scharge; and increase of 4 pursuant to
2Q1.2(b)·( 3) since the offense resulted in disruption of public
utili ties; and increase of 4 pursuant to 2Ql.2(b)(4 ) since the
company's permit with the municipal governmen t was violated.

If

the defendant was given credit f o r acceptance of responsib ility, as

•

We ll s was, then the final adjusted offense level would have been
18, which would have resulted in a sentencing range of 27 to 33
mon ths.

Even if the four levels that are applicable since t he

crime constitute d a violation of a permit are exclude, the adjusted
offense level would be 16, with a sentencing range of 21 to 27
months , a significa ntly d if ferent sentence than the sentence Wells
actually received.
Well's sentence can be compared to that received by the
defendant in United States y. Day i d Boldt, Crim. No . 88- 00084 (D .
Mass. 1990) who was convicted of a very similar crime.
manager for Astro Circuit Corporatio n,

Boldt, a

was convicted by a ju ry on

two counts under the Clean Water Act for dischargin g electropl ating
wastes, at the rate of approxima tely 58,000 gallons a day, into the

•

Lowell, Massachus etts sewer system.

The company had been engaged

in this activity from approx imately May, 1984 to April, 1988.
16

The

•

evidence

es t abli s hed

1987

engineerin g manager from June,

process i ng

chemical

the

was

Boldt

t hat

through January 1988 a nd
The district court

supervised the discharge s during this period.

sente nced the defendant to 48 hours of imprisonm ent, one year of
The district court made several

probation and fined him $1 , 000.

for

downward departure s when calculatin g the 201.2 guideline s,

example refusing to enhance the sentence due to the repetitive
discha r ges pursuant to 2Q1 . 2(b)(1)(A ) .
based

departed

on

his

that

finding

participan t" pursuant to U. S . S.G.
responsib ility"

The district court also
Boldt

was

a

"minimal

§3B1.2(a) and had "accepted

The president of Astro Circuit,

for his crimes.

Robert McKiel had pled guilty to eleven felony counts under the
Clean Water Act and was sentenced to one year, with eight months
•

suspended ,

and placed on probation for

two ye ars .

The vice-

president was sentenced to nine months, with six months suspended
and placed on probation for

two years .

These sentences are

inconsiste nt with a straightfo rward guideline s calculatio n which
should have been made as follow.s:
§2Ql.2(a) Base Offense Level

8

§2Ql . 2(b)(l)(A) -continuo us or repetitive
discha r ge of a hazardous or toxic substance

6

."

involved disposal without a permit

_4_
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Eve n if the court had made two level downward departure s
pursuant to Appl ication Notes 4 and 7, the resulting guideline

•

offense level should have been a level 14, which would translate to
a sentencing range of fifteen to twenty-one months of imprisonm ent .
17

•

sentences

The

in

these

involving

cases,

repeated
United

discharge s of hazardous substance , can be cont r asted
States y. Irby, (No. 90-5113, 4th Cir. Sept. 13, 1991), in
the

more

received

Irby

defendant

term

of

the plant manager of a

Mark Irby

ordered the discharge of approxima tely 500,000

treatment plant

sludge to local river on a

gallons •of partially treated

Irby

years.

approxima tely

for

basis

the

double

received for offenses that did not involve

imprisonm ent that
hazardous

than

directed

treatment plant to discharge the

subordina tes at the
sludge during night time hours.

At sentencing , the district court assigned a base offense
level of six to the offense pursuant to u.s.s.G. § 2Ql.3.
•

The

court then looked to the Specific Offense Character istics and
the

increased

base

§2Ql.3(b) (l)(A),

offense

level

the

crime

since

by

pursuant

to

continuou s

or

levels

six

involved

a

repetitive discharge of a pollutant and by four levels since the
Thus, the adjusted

discharge s violated the terms of a permit.

offense level pursuant to the environme ntal guidelines
16 .

a level

The court also increased the offense level by 2 points

pursuant

;;t:

3Bl.l (c)

a manager or

because the defendant

of a criminal activity

brought the adjusted

offense level to 18 resulting in a sentencing range of 27 to 33
months.

•

Irby was sentenced to 33 months

imprisonm ent to be

by twelve months of supervise d release .

18
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!£by

Cr.

90-38

(E .D.

can be compared to United States y, Ted Osborne ,
Ky .) .

Osborne operated t wo small wastewa ter

treatmen t faciliti es and pled guilty to one felony count unde r t he
Clean Water Act for the knowing discharg e o f sewage pollutan ts into
a creek without a permit.
1989 and May,

1990.

The violatio ns occurred between July
The distric t court departed from

the

guidelin es because he conclude d that the violatio ns did not cause
a signific ant harm. Osborne was sentence d to six months of horne
detentio n, two years of probatio n and fined $7,319.

Although the

rnagni tude and effect of Osborne 's conduct may have been less
signific ant than Irby's, it is still difficu lt to reconcil e the

•

very large disparit y in their sentence s given the general nat ure of
both crimes •
Another example of how the Part

Q

guidelin es can be

interpre ted differen tly by differen t courts is found by comparin g
the cases of u.s. y. Will iam Ellen, u.s. v. Ocie Mills, and u.s. v,
John Pozsgai 8

•

8 The sentence imposed in the Pozsgai case has received
conside rable media attentio n as an example of the draconia n nature
of the environm ental sentenci ng guidelin es. However , in addition
to factual distort ions that are containe d in many of the media
is importan t to note that the sentence in the Pozsga i
cgmbina tion guidelin e and pre-guid eline sentence . In
case
fact, the· sentence that the distric t court imposed on the nonguidelin e counts was longer than the sentence that he imposed on
At the sentenci ng hearing, the distric t
the guidelin e counts.
court made it very clear that he imposed the sentence because of
Pozsgai 's flagran tly crimina l conduct after seven separate notices
from the u.s. Army Corps of Enginee rs and EPA. In addition , the
sentenci ng court also noted that Pozgai had violated a Tempora ry
Restrain ing Order issued by a federal distric t court judge and had
before a federal distric t court judge.
committe d
19
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In U.S. y. William Ellen, the defendant was convic t ed on
s i x felony counts under the Clean Water Act for illegally fi ll ing
wet l ands between October, 1988 a nd March 1990.

During t he trial

i t was establishe d that 86 acres of wetlands were illegally f i lled
despite the fact that Ellen was issued a cease & desist notice from
the Army Corps of Engineers and received numerous other warnings
from regulator s and subcontra ctors.
Conservat ively,

Mr.

Ellen's

actions

resulted

in the

i llegal filling of at least 86 acres of very valuable and rapidly
d i sappearin g wetlands on Maryland' s Eastern Shore. The unregulate d
filling that occurred at Tudor Farms under Mr. Ellen's supervisio n
destroyed not only the wetlands
habitat of a
•

themselve s but also valuable

variety of animals,

fox

including the Delmarva

squirrel and a bald eagle, two endangere d species.

One meas u re of

the actual harm done to the site is the fact that the property
owner, was required to conduct extensive restoratio n of the site in
an attempt to minimize the adverse environme ntal impact of Mr .
Ellen's

conduct.

The restoratio n and mitigation of the site cost

close to one million dollars.
At sentencin g, the distr i ct court arrived at an ad jus t ed
offense ltv.el of 12.
2Ql.3

Offense level
B..
<' ••

6

2Ql.3(b)( l)(A) repetitive discharge

4

no permit

2

2Q1.3(b)( 4)

•

This level was computed as follows:

12

FINAL OFFENSE LEVEL

20
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In this case, the district court gave Ellen
"guided " depa rtures.

different

Relying on Applicatio n Note 4, the court

applied Specific Offense Characte ri s t i c 2Ql .2( b )( l )( A) but made a
only

guided departure because the pollutant

2 level

dirt and because the court concluded that the damage

to the

marshland could be remediated by mechanica l means and because,
other than loss of habitat, there
or animal health.
Characte ristic

no specific damage to human

The district court also applied Specific Offense

2Q1.2(b)(4 )

and made and additiona l

level

departure pursuant to Appli cation Note 7 for primarily the
same

reasons

that

the

basis

for

the

departure

under

§2Ql.2(b) (1)(A).9
In
•

United States v. Mills, No . 88 - 03100-WEA (N.D. Fla.

April 17, 1989), Ocie Mills and Carey Mills, a father and son,
dischargin g pollutant s in to

convicted of five counts of

and one count of unpermitt ed dredging of a boat canal i n
navigable

The defendant s had purchased the property a f t er

the prior owner had been issued a cease and desist order by the

u.s.

Army Corps of Engineers informing them t hat the area
which could not be filled.

•

a

Despite receiving add i tional

9
to be amended consisten t with
..the 201.3 Guideline s
the proposed amendment to the 2Q1.2 guideline s, Ellen's offense
made .
level would be 12 if no additiona l guided departure s
the
end up
Thus under this proposed amendment , Ellen
committed a $20,000 to
same guideline level as a defendant
involved more than minimal planning.
$30,000 fraud scheme
departure s discussed above ,
With the two "guided"
Ellen's offense level would be 8, which translates to 2 to 8 months
This is comparabl e to the sentence a ban k
imprisonm ent.
of
embezzlin g $10,000.
for
receive
would
t eller
21
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warnings, approximatel y nineteen truckloads of fill were dumped on
a half acre of wetlands.

A canal was also dredged without a permit

and the dredge material was spread on the site.

When the Mills

were sentenced on April 17, 1989, they received both pre-guidelin e
and guideline sentences.

Ocie and Carey Mills were both sentenced

to serve twenty one months of imprisonmen t to be followed by one
year probation.

In addition they were fined $5,000 each and to

restore ·the site during their probationary period.

The Mills'

guideline calculations were as follows:
Base Offense level

2Ql.3

2Q1.3(b)(1)(A ) repetitive discharge

6

no permit

4

2Q1.3(b)(4)

•

6

16

FINAL OFFENSE LEVEL

In United States y, John Pozsgai, No. 88-00450-01 (E . D.
Pa.)

Poszgai was charged with dumping at least 443 truckloads of

rock and concrete onto approximately 5 acres of wetlands wi thout a
permit between the summer of 1987 and the fall of 1988.

Prior to

purchasing the land which was the subject of the indictment,
Pozsgai was warned that it was wetlands and that a permit was
required before he could fill the wetlands.
advice
Corps

Pozsgai ignored this

subsequent warnings he received from both the U.S. Army

·-.

and EPA.

When Pozsgai continued to ignore these

warnings, a Temporary Res training Order was issued by a federal
district judge ordering Pozsgai to cease and desist filling the

•

wetlands •

Pozsgai ignored this court order and was indicted in

22
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September , 1988.

He was convicted and on July 13, 1989.

His

guideline ca lculat ions were as follows :
Base Offense level

2Q1.3

6

2Ql.3(b)( l)(A) repetitive discharge
2Q1 . 3(b)(4)

6

no

4

16

FINAL OFFENSE LEVEL

Pozsgai's resulting guideline range was 21 to 27 months.
Pozsgai ' was sentenced to three years imprisonm ent on the preguideline counts and to 27 months on the guideline coun ts, the time
to

be

served

imprisonm ent.

concurren tly.

to

be

followed

by

five

years

He was also fined $200,000 and ordered to restore

the wetlands.
As is obvious from a review of these cases , the acreage
•

involved in the Ellen case is far more extens ive than the other two
cases yet he rece ived by far a much lower sentence than the other
t wo who committed simi lar offenses and who were charged under the
same statute. 10

10

•

sentence in the Ellen case, which involved discharge s
actual contamina tion of the env ironment can be
Pond was the
the case of U.S. y, Richard Pond.
falsified
who
plant
treatment
r
wastewate
a
of
dent
superinten
sampling
follow
to
failed
who
and
reports
g
monitorin
discharge
treatment
r
wastewate
the
of
condition
a
as
forth
set
protocols
In this case, there was no evidence of
plant's NPDES permit.
of the permit limitation s or of any
violation
in
s
actual discharge
Pond's final offense l evel was a
tion.
contamina
environme ntal
sentencing range ten to sixteen
a
to
translated
leve l 12 which
months of imprisonm ent to be
eight
to
months. He was sentenced
.
detention
home
of
followed by four months
23
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III.

conclusi on
a decade that

The 1980s

a drama t ic inc re ase in

the overall number of envi ronment al crimina l prosecu t ions. Congres s
repeated ly expresse d its intent that environm ental crimes be
treated as serious crimes and not mere regulato ry annoyanc es .
the sentence s imposed in the majority of these cases
reflecte d a reluctan ce on the part of many judges to i mpose
signific ant periods of incarcer ation for violatio ns of the
With the adven t of the federal sentenci ng

environm ental
guidelin es,

that en vi ron men tal crimina ls

the expecta tions

actual ly be serving time i n jail .

•

of all of the

A

have been sentence d under these guidelin es does not

cases

support this expecta tion.

Envi ronment al crimes are "serious "

offenses and should be treated as such.

Any structur ing of the

guideli nes that results in sentence s of probatio n or community
undercu t the deterren t effect of environm ental
confinem ent
crimina l prosecu tions .
Although
the

problem s

that there are some

readily
impleme ntation of

the environm ental

cr imes

guidelin es, the proposed amendment is a pieceme al approach that
only exacerb ates the problem s. If promulg ated, this amendmen t
_,.':_:.

result in :;some very bizarre and unfair sentence s

not address -

ing some of the areas of the gu idelines that do need to be changed .
We strongly oppose this amendment and urge the Commission to under-

•

take a overall re-evalu ation of these guidelin es in order to better
effectua te the goals of honesty, uniform ity and proporti onal ity •
24
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF ENFOR'CEMENT

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman, United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. Suite 1400
Washington, D.C.
20004
Dear Judge Wilkins:

•

•

On January 2, 1992, the United States Sentencing Commission,
through the Federal Register, solicited comment on a draft
amendment to Part Q (Offenses Involving the Environment) of the
Sentencing Guidelines . The stated purpose of the proposed
amendment is to rectify the perception of "double counting . "
As
stated below, the Agency believes adoption of this amendment is
not warranted because it goes beyond what is necessary to
accomplish the Commission's purpose. The Agency suggests that a
more limited amendment may accomplish the Commission's objective .
The Commission also solicited comment as to whether, if the
above proposed amendment were adopted, a comparable amendment to
Guideline Section 2Q1 . 3 is equally warranted. The principal
distinction between the two sections is to have a two-level
higher base offense level for offenses involving hazardous o r
toxic substances or pesticides as compared to other environmental
pollutants . Insofar as the double counting issue is therefore
equally pertinent to both, we recommend that they jointly be
amended or not amended.
We note at the outset that the Sentencing Commission's
Environmental Sentencing Guidelines Workgroup considered the
possibility of eliminating both the permit and discharge factors
as separate specific offense characteristics in favor of
incorporating them into a higher base offense level or focusing
more on the resulting environmental or community harm caused by a
discharge or release. Although the Workgroup adjourned in
November before reaching agreement as to a new structure for Part
Q, it is our understanding that the Workgroup, in a different
format, will resume its mission later this month . Rather than
attempt a partial fix as now proposed by the Commission, it may
be best to await the comprehensive amendments to Part Q likel y t o
be forthcoming during the next year •

.m.
..--.•-

Prmtea an Rr'C>< • • ·'

•

•

•

-
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Should t he Commission chose to proceed with amendments at
this time, the Agen cy submits that the Commission's purpose of
correcting possible double counting could be more precisely
accomplished merely by deleting the words " or in violation of a
permit" from (b)(4). The perception of double counting arises
because the offense of violati n g a condition of a permit , as
found in RCRA and the CWA , presumably is covered in the base
offense level and yet serves also as the basis for an increase in
the offense level under (b)(4). The focus of (b)(4) should be on
whether the offense occurred outside the regulatory scheme. A
violation of a permit condition usually constitutes a less
serious disregard for the public welfare than totally
circumventin g the permitt ing process.
This is in keeping with the basic thrust of the Guidelines .
Th rough a generic guideline, the Commission sou ght to broadly
identify the relevant features of an environment al offense
pertinent to determining the severity of the penalty. The
occurrence of a dischar ge and the failure to have a permi t are
disti n ct elements of environmenta l offenses.
Each of the two
specific offense characterist ics at issue (causing a release, and
not having a permit) reflects a different indicator of the
seriousness of an environmenta l crime and each is independently
justifiable. Crimes where both appl y are particularly serious,
and neither alone would adequately capture that level of
seriousness .
With respect to the Commission's question whether, in
conjunction with its proposed amendment, the offense levels for
(b)(l) should be increased 2-4 levels, the Agency is concerned
that adoption of the Commission's amendment without a
correspondin g four - level increase in the offense levels for
(b)(l) will h ave the effect of lowering the available range of
imprisonment from twelve to twenty months for t h e large majority
of defendants prosecuted for environmenta l offenses . Many cases
identified as appropriate for criminal enforcement involve a
discharge or release of a hazardous substance or other pollutant
into the environment and the willfulness of the violat i on as
demonstrated by a total failure to obtain a permit .
As ever y environmenta l statute has come up before Congress
for reauthorizat ion, Congress has consistently increased the
severity of the punishment available for criminal violations. A
lessening of the sentences that would result from adoption of the
amendment without an accompanying i n crease in the offense levels
wou ld be contrary to Congressiona l intent. Fur thermore, t h e
Commission h as stated that the purpose of the amendment is solely
to correct any inappropriate double counting, and is not to cause
a substantive altering of the sentences imposed for this type of
crime. Accordingly, EPA strongly recommends that, if the

•

-

proposed amendment must be adopted, it be done in conjunction
with a four-level increase in (b)(l) of both 2Ql.2 and 2Ql . 3.

cc:

•

•

3 -

Barry M. Hartman
Acting Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Di vision
u.s. Department of Justice
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William Wilkins, Jr., Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D. C.
20004
Attn: Guideline Comment

Re:

Proposed Amendments to Sentencing Guidelines
for Offenses Involving the Environment

Dear Chairman Wilkins:
These comments are submitted in response to the
notice soliciting public comment published by the
Commission in the Federal Register on January 2, 1992.
57 Fed. Reg. 90-118. The comments are submitted on
behalf of the Subcommittee on Environmental Crimes of
the Section of Criminal Justice of the American Bar
Association, and reflect the views of the chairman of
that subcommittee and not the views of the American Bar
Association generally.
Members of the subcommittee have encountered a
number of inconsistencies, structural problems and
ambiguities with the guidelines for environmental
offenses applicable to individuals. Addressing all of
these issues requires careful consideration, especially
because there is limited experience to date with
sentencing environmental offenses. We therefore urge
the Commission to continue its broadbased reexamination
of these guidelines with a view toward their
comprehensive revision and as a necessary precursor to
revision of organizational guidelines for environmental
offenses. The proposed amendment to Section 2Q1 . 2 is a
beneficial step that we endorse.
Proposed Amendment to section 201.2
The Commission proposes to amend Section
2Q1.2(b) (4) to make clear that this specific offense
characteristic should not be applied if an adjustment
under Section 2Q1.2(b) (1) applies.
57 Fed. Reg. at 97.
The stated purpose of the proposed amendment is "to
[09901-9700/DA9203 10.0081
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William Wilkins , Jr., Chairman
Februar y 24, 19 9 2
Page 2

clarify the intent of the guideline and eliminate
'double counting.'" Id. The source of the double
counting is identified as an overlap between Section
2Ql.2(b) (1), which requires an adjustment for a
"discharge, release, or emission" and Section
2Ql.2(b) (4), which requires an additional adjustment if
the discharge occurred "without a permit or in violation
of a permit." The notice recognizes that in many cases
the "discharge, release, or emission'' is not a violation
of law unless it occurs without or in violation of a
permit.

•

We applaud the Commission for proposing to correct
what we have viewed as an obvious flaw in the structure
of the guideline. We believe, however, that the cause
of the double counting is more often an overlap between
Section 2Q1.2(b) (4) and the base offense itself rather
than an overlap between Section 2Ql.2(b) (4) and Section
2Q1.2(b) (1). Those statutes that are at the core of
environmental criminal enforcement (Clean Water Act and
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) establish
permit-based regulatory schemes. In almost all
instances a requisite element of the base offense for a
violation of these acts is the failure to obtain or to
comply with a permit. Thus, analytically, double
counting is avoided if Section 2Q1.2(b) (4) is not
applied where the base offense violation requires proof
of the failure to obtain or comply with a permit.
The Commission may wish to consider adding to the
end of Section 2Ql.2(b) (4) slightly different amendatory
language:
Do not apply this adjustment if a
re.q uisite
base offense is
the failure to obtain or comply with a
permit.
In any event, the consequence of the language of the
proposed amendment or the above language is the same .
We strongly feel that an amendment correcting the double
counting should be made .

•

(09901-9700/DA920310.008]
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Other Issues
The Federal Register notice solicits comments on
two additional issues:
1) an increase in the offense
levels of Section 2Q1.2(b) (1), and 2) if Section 2Q1 .2
is amended, whether a comparable amendment should be
made to the parallel guideline Section 2Q1.3.

•

1.
An increase in the offense levels under
Section 2Q1 . 2(b) (1) would appear to be predicated on the
factual conclusion that sentences pursuant to this
guideline , at least some of which involved double
counting, nonetheless, appropriately penalized or
underpenalized defendants. The Federal Register notice
does not set forth any factual basis for an increase in
the offense levels nor provide any further explanation
for this action . Without any factual showing, we have
difficulty reaching a conclusion on whether the proposed
increase in offense levels is warranted or wise. An
upward adjustment is inconsistent with the purpose,
intent and history of the Commission in assessing
sentences based on historical data.
such an adjustment
may leave the Commission subject to the perception that
it acted arbitrarily or ideologica lly .
We would note that for offenses that involve a
discharge, release or emission, but do not occur in the
context of a permit oriented system, an increase in the
offense levels under Section 2Q1.2(b) (1) would
significantly increase the severity of punishment for
such offenses. Violations of the Toxic Substances
Control Act, the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act, the Deepwater Ports Act, the Safe
Drinking Water Act,
outer Continental Shelf Act and
some violations of the Clean Air Act and the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act would receive more severe punishment .
Although there may have been few criminal violations of
these acts historically , this change would increase the
period of imprisonment by 4-9 months for such
violations.

•

2.
If Section 2Q1 . 2(b) (4) is amended to eliminate
double counting, we believe a comparable amendment to
the parallel guideline, 2Q1.3, is necessary. Section
[0990 1-9700/DA920310.008]
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2Q1.3 is the relevant. guideline for offenses involving
nonhazardous and nontoxic substances . The two
guidelines are parallel except for somewhat lower
offense levels due, presumably, to the view that less
serious offenses result from violations involving
nontoxic and nonhazardous substances. Almost all of the
offenses subject to application of Section 2Q1.3 {Clean
Water Act, Rivers and Harbors Act, Clean Air Act)
involve permit-based regulatory systems for which
application of Section 2Ql.3(b) (4) would result in
double counting. Since enactment of the guidelines,
there have been no guideline sentences under the Ocean
Dumping Act or the Act to Prevent Pollution From Ships,
the other two statutes covered by Section 2Q1.3.

•

A brief hypothetical demonstrates the mischief that
would result from the failure to make a comparable
amendment to Section 2Q1.3. The knowing discharge of a
hazardous substance
dioxin, kepone, toluene) into
a river without a permit would result in an offense
level of 12 without applying Section 2Q1 .2 (b) (4).
Knowingly disposing of a truckload of clean topsoil on
the bank of the stream would result in an offense level
of 14 with application of 2Ql.3(b) (4), although the harm
and culpability are less in this situation .
Conclusion
We strongly urge the Commission to amend Section
2Ql.2 to eliminate the structural flaw that results in
double counting in assessing punishment for conduct done
without or in violation of a permit.
It is necessary
that a comparable amendment of Section 2Ql . 3 be made .
We take no position with respect to the wisdom of
increasing offense levels under Section 2Ql.2(b) {1)
generally.
It is not a sound amendment, however, if its
purpose is solely to compensate for the amendment to
Section 2Ql . 2(b) (4) since it would be seriously
overinclusive in increasing the penalty for violations
that do not involve permits .

•
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Sincerely yours,

of the Subcommittee
on Environmental Crime of
Section of Criminal
Justice

•

•
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STATEMENT OF FRED WARREN BENNETT,
Member of the Practioners • Advisory Group,
to the sentencing commission
I have been serving as the Chairperson of the working
subcommittee of the Practitioners' Advisory Group in connection
with proposed amendments dealing with relevant conduct, role in the
offense and offense levels in drug cases .
On behalf of the
Practitioner's Advisory Committee is it my pleasure to comment on
some of the proposed amendments.
RELEVANT CONDUCT
(Amendments l(A) and l(B))
Amendment 1(A) would advise Section 1B1 .3(a) (1) in the area of
relevant conduct to deal more specifically with jointly
undertaken criminal activity. The proposed amendment would modify
and move existing commentary into the guideline, where we submit it
more appropriately belongs. The proposed amendment also would add
new commentary clarifying the applicability of Section 1B1.3(a) (1)
to jointly - undertaken criminal activity.
Amendment 1(B) would add a new application note which would
explain the terms "common scheme or plan" and "same course of
conduct", which are used in the relevant conduct rule of Section
1B1.3(a) (2).
We
find the explanation to
be helpful
in
understanding and differentiating among the terms.
We support both proposed amendment 1(A) and (B).
COOPERATION AGREEMENTS
(Amendments 2(A) and (B) )
Amendment 2 (A) would revise application note 1 of Section
1B1 .8 to indicate that a sentencing court can consider information
disclosed by a defendant under a cooperation agreement when
determining whether (and to what extent) to depart in response to
a government motion under Section 5K1.1.
We oppose this amendment because of the possibility that
information provided by the defendant in a cooperation agreement
might be unfavorable to him which would have a tendency to limit
the extent of a downward departure granted by the Court.
The Practioners Advisory Group would support proposed
Amendment 2(A) if the inserted additional sentence at the end of
Application Note 1 were amended to read as follows:
"In contrast, i n determining whether a
downward
departure
from
the
applicable
guideline range is warranted pursuant to a

I

government
motion
under
Section
5Kl.l
(Subst antial Assistant to Author it i e s ) and the
extent
of any
such downward
d e parture,
cons iderat i on of any informa tion fav orable to
the d e fend ant i n the a r ea of h i s b a ckg round ,
character or conduct is appropriate."
The new language would help clarify Application Note 1 by
making it clear that if a defendant waives his privilege against
self incrimination in a cooperation agreement and provides useful
information to the Government, information favorable to the
defendant can be used by the Court in determining whether and to
what extent a downward departure should be granted .
Amendment 2 (B) would revise Section 1Bl. 8 (a) to authorize
cooperation agreements where the defendant ' s obligation is to
provide information about the defendant ' s own unlawful activities.
We support this proposed amendment, which should work to the
benefit of both parties and the court.
Although cooperation
agreements in which the defendant is to provide information about
his or her own activities will occur rather infrequently, the
proposed change will accommodate the public interest in obtaining
such information.
DRUG OFFENSES

(Amendments 7 and 2 0 )

Proposed Amendment 7 is a request for comment upon a Justice
Department proposal "regarding the removal or modification of the
current limitations on offense levels for the distribution of
Schedule III , IV and V controlled substances, anabolic steroids,
and Schedule I and II depressants, so that violations involving
large quantities of these substances would result in higher offense
levels." No evidence has been offered by the Justice Department to
suggest that there i s any problem with the present guideline-which
allows the sentencing court to depart upward for quantities
significantly greater than the highest quantity accounted for in
the drug quantity table .
Before any amendment is undertaken, the
Practioners' Advisory Group believes that it would be worthwhile
for the commission to study the feasibility and desirability of
this proposal.
We note that the maximum penalty for Schedule V controlled
substances under 21 u.s . c. § 841(b) (3) is one year (two years if
the defendant has at least one other drug trafficking offense
conviction) , so the need to increase the offense levels for
Schedule V controlled substances is certainly questionable .
Amendment 20 sets forth three options for dealing with running
or managing a drug establ i shment (an offense under 21 U.S.C. §
856).
We note that the present guideline operates unfairly .
A
-2 -

defendant whose house is involved with a large quantity of drugs is
treated the same as the defendant whose house is involved with only
small quantities. At the same time, we note that 21 U.S.C. § 856
is often used for plea agreement purposes and that all of the
proposed changes (options 1, 2 and 3), to different extents, would
discourage such plea agreements.
We note that plea agreements
benefit not only the defendant but also the government - to reward
a cooperating defendant, or to ensure some punishment when the
overall evidence of the government may be weak - so it would seem
advantageous to retain the plea agreement utility of the guideline.
We support option two , which reduces the unfairness without
completely rendering § 856 useless for plea agreement purposes.
ROLE IN THE OFFENSE
(Amendments 16(A) (B), 17, 18 and 19)

Proposed Amendment 16(A) clarifies a situation in which the
defendant is not ordinarily eligible for a reduction under Section
3B1.2 (mitigating role) and would move existing language from the
introductory Commentary of Chapter 3, Part B, to the Commentary in
Section 3B1 . 2. We Support this Amendment.
Amendment 16(B) would revise the commentary to Sections 3Bl.l
and 3B1.2 to indicate that a defendant, who is otherwise entitled
to a reduction for minor or minimal role but who supervised a
limited number of participants of equal or lesser role, should not
receive an aggravating role enhancement.
The Commentary would
indicate that a defendant's supervisory activity should be
accounted for in determining whether the defendant should receive
a reduction for minor or minimal role. The Practitioner's Advisory
Group supports proposed Amendment 16(B) as consistent with
appropriate guideline - application principals.
Amendment 17(A) would delete Section 3B1.4 and revise Section
3B1. 1 and the accompanying commentary. The amendment would clarify
the text of Section 3B1.1 and modify the definition of
"participant" in Application Note 1 to state that undercover law
enforcement personnel can be participants.
We note that this
reverses case law that the Commission seemingly embraced last year.
United States v. Carroll, 893 F.2d 1502 (6th Cir. 1990); see also
U.S.S.C. Appendix c, Amendment 414.
Thus, the Practioners' Advisory Group supports the clarifying
changes to the text of Section 3B1.1 but we oppose the amendment to
Application Note 1. Including undercover law enforcement personnel
as participants is inappropriate. A criminal enterprise which is
penetrated by law enforcement officials is significantly less of a
threat than the threat from a criminal enterprise that does not
include informants or undercover agents.
A criminal enterprise
penetrated by law enforcement can be broken up at any time while
-3-

crimi nal enterprises not
includ i ng as co-conspirators
law
enforcement personnel or informants will not be uncovered until
after it has undertaken to accomplish its objectives or completed
its objectives.
Sentencing policy should reflect the lesser
threat.
Moreover, including undercover law enforcement personnel or
informants as participants enables law enforcement personnel to
manipulate the guidelines to drive up the offense level
artificially. The Commission should not increase the opportunity
for guideline manipulation.
Amendment 17(B) would revise the commentary to Section 3Bl.l
to state expressly that the aggravating role adjustment applies
only when the offense is committed by more than one participant .
we support this amendment. We note that this proposed amendment is
supported by developing case law. United States v. Badaracco,
F.2d __ , 1992 W.L. 8812 (3rd Cir. 1992); United states v.
942 F.2d 606 (9th Cir. 1991).
Amendment 18(A) would revise the text of and Commentary to
Section 3 Bl. 2.
We support the amendment to the text of the
guideline, which would delete an instruction to decrease the
offense level by three levels " in cases falling between (a)
(minimal participant) and (b)
(minor participant]."
Since
Subsections (a) and (b) define contiguous sets, there is no between
into which to fall . We support revising the Commentary to Section
3Bl.2 although we believe some of what is proposed is unnecessary
or inappropriate. The mitigating role adjustment should be based
upon the defendant's conduct during the offense and any relevant
conduct - not upon how the defendant's conduct compares to the
conduct of the participants in an abstract "typical" offense. We
support the proposed Application Note 1 , which states that the
mitigating role adjustment is applicable only if there is more than
one participant in the criminal activity.
We believe that proposed Application Note 2, which would make
specified factors determinative, is inappropriate .
We note that
possession of a dangerous weapon undoubtedly will increase the
defendant's offense level, so using that factor to preclude a
mitigating role adjustment is similar to double counting. There is
no question that possession of a weapon and the other factors set
forth
in
proposed
Application
Note
2
are
appropriate
considerations, but these factors should not be dispositive.
We believe that the first option in proposed Application Note
3 (defendant is "plainly among the least culpable of the
participants in a criminal activity" ) does set forth the
appropriate test to determine if the defendant is entitled to a
minimal role adjustment. Thus, we recommend deletion of all other
bracketed language in the first paragraph of proposed application
note 3.
-4-

As to the second paragr aph of proposed App lication Note 3 we
believe that the Commission should s i mp ly l ist some factors that
the sentencing court should consider in determining whether a
defendant qua lifies for an adjust ment under Se ction 3B1 . 2 - we
b e lieve tha t i t is inapprop r iate t o make any facto r dispos itive.
We note that if proposed Application Note 3 is so modified,
proposed Application Note 4 would also have to be modified.
We support the first option in proposed Application Note 5
("significantl y less culpable than a defendant who carried out the
same criminal activity without assistance") as the test to
determine if the defendant is entitled to a minor role adjustment.
We also support proposed Application Note 6 but recommend
deletion of the last clause in the final sentence ( "and the
quantity of controlled substances with which the defendant was
personally involved"). We note that the test should be what the
defendant did in relation to other participants, so the concern
should not be with quantity but with percentage of the total
quantity.
Finally, we support proposed Application Note 7 being
consistent with the Commission 1 s relevant conduct approach to
determine the offense level.
Proposed Application Note 7 sets
forth the appropriate context in which to measure the relative role
of a defendant .
Amendment 18(B) would add new Commentary to Section 3B1.2,
stating that the sentencing court can depart downward on the basis
that "minimal participation exists to degree not contemplated by
the guidelines . "
The Practioners 1 Advisory Group supports the
amendment, which simply points out departure authority that the
sentencing court already has. We note that this new Commentary to
Section 3Bl. 2 is supported by case law.
See United states v.
Restrepo, 936 F.2d 661, 666-68 (2nd Cir. 1991).
As to Amendment 19, we note preliminarily that the guidelines
result in inappropriately high offense levels for persons who are
minimal or minor participants in most criminal offenses. However,
with the large number of drug cases in federal court, the role
problem is most acute with respect to drug offenses.
The
Practioners' Advisory Group v iews Amendment 19 and the need to
"cap" offense levels in drug cases for minor or minimal
participants as one of the most important Amendments offered this
amendment cycle.
The most direct way for the Commission to address the matter
is set forth in option one and we support that proposal. Option 1
would amend Section 201.1 to provide a role adjustment based upon
the type of controlled substance involved. Option 2 is similar but
calls for a single reduction without regard to the controlled
substance involved . Option 3 would provide a role adjustment but
- 5-

only for a minimal role, and like option two calls for a single
reduction without regard to the controlled substance involved.
We see no reason to treat drug offenses di f ferently from othe r
criminal offenses by eliminating the minor role adjustment in dru g
cases . We therefore strenuously oppose option three.
Options 1 and 2 differ only in that option 1 bases the extent
of the reduction on the type of controlled substance involved in
the offense. We prefer option 1, which is more consistent with the
way in which the offense level is determined under Section 201.1.
Option 1 contains alternative sealings on the offense level
when there is a mitigating role adjustment.
We favor an offense
level of eighteen (18) in subdivision (3) (A), twenty two (22) in
subdivision (3) (B), twenty two in subdivision (4) (A) and twenty six
in subdivision (4) (B).
The higher alternatives in the bracketed
language in these subdivisions appear to be driven by concern about
defendants subject to mandatory minimums.
We submit that it is unnecessary to provide specially for a
defendant subject to either a mandatory 5 or 10 year minimum
sentence because, as Section 5Gl.2(b) recognizes, the guidelines
cannot override a statutory mandate. Thus, if the applicable range
for a minimal or minor participant subject to a five year mandatory
minimum is less than sixty months, the guideline sentence would be
sixty months anyway under the statute.
The effect of making a
choice based upon concern for defendants subject to a five (5) or
ten (10) mandatory minimum is to raise the offense level for all
defendants not subject
a mandatory minimum.
By choosing level 22 for proposed subdivision (3) (B) (cocaine
and heroin cases) this would enable a court to impose an
appropriate sentence upon a defendant not subject to a mandatory
minimum, while not preventing the court from imposing the mandatory
minimum five year sentence on defendants that are subject to the
mandatory minimum. The offenses level of 22 for 3(B) was chosen by
taking the offense level under the Guidelines for defendants
subject to the 5 year mandatory minimum (26) and dropping down 4
levels for minimal role to offense level 22.
SENTENCING PROCEDURES AND PLEA AGREEMENTS
(Proposed Amendment 35(A)

Although not in the area of relevant c onduct, role in the
offense or drug offense level, I wish to comment briefly on
proposed Amendment 35(A). This proposed amendment would insert a
following additional paragraph at the end of the Commentary to
Section 6Bl.2 which provides:
"The commission encourages the government
-6-

[ in plea discussions ) [ prior to the Rule 11
colloquy ) to disclose to the defendant facts
and c ircumstances of the offense and offender
characteristics, known to the government , that
are rel evant to the a p plication of the
Sentencing Guidelines."
We prefer the bracketed language "in plea discussions" as
opposed to the l anguage "prior to the Rule 11 colloquy" because we
believe the bracketed language "in plea discussio ns" would move up
the process during a criminal c ase, time wise, for the government
to disclose i nformation relevant to the a pplication of the
Sentencing Guidelines.
We note that this proposed amendment was defeated by a 4-3
We urge the Commission to reconsider this
vote in August, 1991.
We note that the proposed amendment merely
proposed amendment.
as such it would create no
"encourages the government"
enforceable r i ght on behalf of a defendant but would merely bring
more fairness i nto the sentencing Guid eline s y stem. We are simply
at a lost as t o why t he Commiss ion would not unanimously support
proposed Amendment 3 5(A) -- this proposed Amendment clearly would
lead to candor between the parties in plea negotiations and help
eliminate mistakes on the part of defense counsel in making
guideline computations.

-7-
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March 20, 1992
William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Suite 1400
Washington, DC 20004
Dear Chairman Wilkins:
The North Carolina Academy of Trial Lawyers, an Association representing more than 3600
trial lawyers in North Carolina, through its Criminal Law Section, has carefully studied the
proposed amendments to the guidelines, policy statements, and commentaries to the Federal
Sentencing Guidelines published in the January 2, 1992, Federal Register for the 1992
amendment cycle. The Section has also established a dialogue with your Practitioners
Advisory Group and has studied the Group's responses to the amendments for this cycle.
The North Carolina Academy of Trial Lawyers fully endorses the positions taken on each
of the proposed amendments by the Practitioners Advisory Group. The Academy urges that
the Commission adopt changes proposed in Amendments lA, 2B, 16A, 16B, 17B, 18B, 33A,
33B, 33D, 34 and 35A We also urge the adoption of Amendments 18A, 19 and 23, and
support the options and modifications proposed by the Practitioners Advisory Group.
The Academy strongly urges that the Commission reject the changes proposed m
Amendments 2A, 17A, 28B, and those pertaining to expungements in 25A
The North Carolina Academy of Trial L1.wyers thanks
Sentencing Commission for this
opportunity to express its vi-ew on the proposed amendments and remains available for
future consultation on these and any other matters.
Sincerely yours,
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VIA FAX AND U. S. MAIL

November 26, 1991

United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400
Washington, DC 20004
ATTENTION :

Public I nformation Office
RE:

Co.aent on
Note 10

§

201.1, Application

Dear Sirs:
Following a review of the November 1, 1991 amendments promulgated
by the United States Sentencing Commission,
I
noticed an
i nconsistency in § 2D1.1, specifically Application Note 10.
The
recent amendment requires conversion of drugs to marihuana
equivalents as a means for combining differing controlled
substances to obtain a single offense lavel. However, conversion
of small quantities of certain common drugs to marihuana
equivalents often does not reach
floor of Level 12 [ §
2Dl.l(c)(16) ], established for minimal amounts of substances
including heroin, cocaine, cocaine base, PCP, '!nethamphetam ine, LSD,
or fentanyl.
For example, an offender is convicted of selling one gram of
cocaine and three ounces of marijuana. Application Note 6 states
that where there are multiple drug types, the quantities of drugs
are to be added using the tables for conversions .
Accordingly,
Application Note 10 refers to The Drug Equivalency Tables for
combining different controlled substances and directs that the
marihuana equivalents of the drugs be added to obtain the combined
offense level for the total listed in the Drug Quantity Table. In
this case, the cocaine converts to 200 grams of marihuana, and the
three ounce marihuana weight is . 085 kilogram for a total drug
weight of .285 kilogram.
The Drug Quantity Table lists at least
250 grams but less than one kilogram of marihuana as a Level 8
offense [ § 2D1.l(c)(l8) ] instead of the floor of Level 12 for the
cocaine.
Prior conversions to heroin equivalents when combining
drugs allowed for the floor level for minimal amounts of certain
substances, but the new amendment does not.
Pursuant to the new
amendment, it would require more than 12 grams of cocaine converted
to marihuana to reach the quantity of marihuana listed at Level 12
(2.5 to 5 kilograms) .

United States Sentencing Commission
Re: § 201 . 1, Application Note 10
Page Two
I suspect the new amendment intended to maintain the f loor level of
12 for small quantities of the common substances because when the
example was processed through the updated ASSYST program, the
offense level was listed as Level 12, but no explanation was
provided for this application.
This is the first instance where I have detected contradictor y
instructions in the commentary sections of the guidelines and
believe the issue needs to be addressed to avoid confusion and
dispar i ty . I think Application Note 10 s hould explicitly note the
floor of Level 12 for minimal amounts of heroin, cocaine, cocaine
base , PCP, methamphetam ine, LSD, or fentanyl, although the
substances are converted to marihuana equivalents in combining
d ifferent types of drugs.
Should you
Thank you fo r your consideratio n of this suggestion.
have any questions or find that I have failed to properly interpret
the new amendment, please contact me at your convenience.

William P. Ross III, Supervising
U. S. Probation Officer
WPRjajw
cc:

CUSPO Ware
Divisional offices, WDfVA
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January 13, 1992
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16061 348·9394
FAX 16061 3 4 8·6884

Mr. Mike Corlander
United States Sentencing Guidelines Commission
Suite 1400
331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Dear Mr. Corlander:

•

I am a practicing attorney in Mon ticello , Kentucky.
As
su c h, I have had numerous
ties to appear in State and
Federal Courts regarding
of matters .
It was not until
recently that I have had occasions to deal with the sentencing
guideline as it pertains to ' the growing and cultivation of
marlJUana.
Before I voice my ·opinion , let me give you a little
of my background •
I am 44 years of age, married and have a 13 year old
daughte r.
My wife is a school teacher as were my parents and as
were her parents .
I have served as the Wayne County Attorney and
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney for the 40th Judicial District.
I have prosecuted many felony and misdemeanor cases involving
drugs, alcohol and firearms .
I am not a user of illegal drugs
nor an abuser of alcohol.
For the past .several years , my law
practice has been primarily plaintiffs civil litigation with 10
to 20 per cent of my prac tice being criminal defense work .
I recently defended a case in the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky at London , Kentucky ,
styled United States of America versus Robert Kenneth Gregor y ,
Jr. and Ralph Beckman.
Mr. Gregory and Mr . Beckman were
convicted of cult i vation of approximate ly 120 plants of
marlJUana.
Of these marijuana plants, a lesser number were
actually plants of marketable size. The officers described it as
approximat el y 4 0 good •,plants during the course of their
investigation . Mr. Beckman and Mr. Gregory received sentences of
approximately eight years without any probatio n or parole . Thes e
sentences were imposed at the bottom end of the guidelines.

•

Mr. Beckman was a member of the Somerset Country Club, a
father of f i ve children , a husband to a very fine young lady, and
was active in his community .
He was an employed college grad uate
and had no previous criminal record of any sort •

•
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February 24, 1992

United States Sentencing Cmmission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue , N.W .
Suite 1400
Washington D. C .
20004
Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find comments which have been made concernlng the
proposed amendments to the Guidelines. The packet which was
forwarded did not contain pages 12 through 20 and 22 thr ough 33 .
Add itionally , it appear s that there should have been additional

•

•

i nforma tion after page 40 •

•

•

criminal activity, or was not reasonably foreseeableAin
connection with that criminal activity, is not relevant conduct
under this provision.
In determining the scope of the criminal activity that the
particular defendant agreed to jointly undertake (i.e., the scope
of the specific conduct and objectives embraced by the
defendant's agreement), the court may consider any explicit or
implicit (tacit) agreement, including any agreement fairly
imputed to the defendant by his conduct and that of other
participants in the criminal activity. For example, where a
defendant benefited directly, or expected to benefit directly,
from the conduct of others that occurred prior, contemporaneousty
or
the defendant's joining the criminal activity,
such conduct
may be imputed to be within the scope of
the criminal activity the defendant agreed to jointly undertake.
The concept of reasonable foreseeability has no bearing on
conduct that the defendant personally undertakes, aids, abets,
counsels, commands, induces, procures, or willfully causes. The
concept of reasonable foreseeability is considered only in
relation to the conduct of other participants that is in
furtherance of the jointly-undertaken criminal activity.".
The Commentary to §1Bl.3 captioned "Application Notes" is amended
in Note 1 in the fifth (formerly second) paragraph by deleting
"'would be otherwise accountable'" and inserting in lieu thereof
"is accountable";
The Commentary to §1B1.3 captioned "Application Notes" is amended
in Note 1 in example (a) by deleting "boat" wherever it appears
and inserting in lieu thereof in each instance "ship"; by
deleting "any claim on his part" and inserting in lieu thereof
"his claim"; and by inserting the following additional paragraph :
"Because the defendant aided and abetted the unloading of the
marihuana shipment, no determination of the reasonable
foreseeability of the acts of others in unloading the shipment is
required.
If it were found that the defendant's actions, in this
example, did not constitute aiding or abetting the importation of
the entire shipment, the defendant appropriately would still be
accountable for the entire one-ton quantity because the facts of
the case (nine other off-loaders, marihuana in bales) clearly
establish that a one-ton quantity of marihuana was reasonably
foreseeable. n. -

" -tz, h '.fY)

•
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The commentary to S1B1.3 captioned "Application Notes" is amended
in Note 1 in example (e) in the last sentence by deleting "if"
and inserting in lieu thereof "because"; by inserting "(i.e., the
importation of the single shipment of marihuana) that"
immediately following "criminal activity"; and by deleting
"(i.e., the importation of the single shipment of marihuana)".
4

•

•

The Commentary to §1Bl.3 captioned "Application Notes" is amended
in Note 1 by inserting, immediately after example (e), the
following additional paragraphs:
"Where the defendant enters an ongoing conspiracy, as in this
example, the scope of the specific criminal activity that the
defendant agreed to undertake, and thus the defendant's
accountability for prior acts of other conspirators, must be
determined. One factor that appropriately may be considered in
determining the scope of the criminal activity undertaken by the
defendant, particularly in a conspiracy that involves repeated
conduct (e.g., a series of drug sales over time), is the benefit
or expected benefit to the defendant. Where the defendant
benefits directly, or expects to benefit directly, from the prior
conduct, such conduct ordinarily will be within the scope of the
defendant's criminal activity. Where there is no direct benefit,
such conduct ordinarily will not be within the scope of the
defendant's criminal activity.
Defendant J knows about her boyfriend's ongoing drug
f.
trafficking activity, but agrees to participate in this activity
on only one occasion. Defendant J is held accountable only for
the drug quantity involved on that one occasion.
Defendant K is a street-level drug dealer who knows of other
g.
street-level drug dealers in the same geographic area who sell
the same type of drug as the defendant sells. The defendant is
not accountable for the quantities of drugs sold by the other
street-level drug dealers, even if all share a common source of
supply, because he is not engaged in a jointly-undertaken
criminal activity with them. In contrast, Defendant L, another
street-level drug dealer, pools his resources and profits with
four other street-level drug dealers. Defendant L's behavior
meets the criteria for a jointly-undertaken criminal activity.
Therefore, Defendant L is accountable for the quantities of drugs
sold by the four other dealers during the course of his agreement
with them.".
The Commentary to SlBl.J captioned "Application Notes" is amended
in Note 2 by deleting the first sentence.
Reason for Amendment: This amendment clarifies the operation of
this guideline. Material is moved from the commentary to the
.The
guideline itself and rephrased for greater clarity, the
discussion of the scope of this provision in the commentary is
expanded, and additional examples are inserted.

•

Illustration ot Section 1B1.3 as amended by Proposed Amendment 1
§lBl. 3 .

Relevant Conduct (Fac t or s that Determi ne the Guide li ne
Range)
5

·.

/

•

•

conduct under this provision. The conduct of others that
was not in furtherance of the jointly-undertaken criminal
activity, or was not reasonably foreseeable in connection
with that criminal activity, is not relevant conduct under
this provision.
In determining the scope of the criminal activity that the
particular defendant agreed to jointly undertake (i.e. , the
scope of the specific conduct and objectives embraced by the
defendant's agreement), the court may consider any explicit
or implicit (tacit) agreement, including any agreement
fairly imputed to the defendant by his conduct and that of
other participants in the criminal activity. For example,
where a defendant benefited directly, or expected to benefit
directly, from the conduct of others that occurred prior,
contemporaneous, or subsequent to the defendant's joining
the criminal activity, such conduct ordinarily may be
imputed to be within the scope of the criminal activity the
defendant agreed to jointly undertake.
The concept of reasonable foreseeability has no bearinq on
conduct that the defendant personally undertakes, aids,
abets, counsels, commands, induces, procures, or willfully
causes. The concept of reasonable foreseeability is
considered only in relation to the conduct of other
participants that is in furtherance of the jointlyundertaken criminal activity .
In the case of solicitation, misprision, or accessory after
the fact, the conduct for which the defendant ["would be
otherwise accountable") is accountable includes all conduct
relevant to determining the offense level for the underlying
offense that was known, or reasonably should have been
known, by the defendant.
Illustrations of Conduct for Which the Defendant
is Accountable

*

•

*

*

a.
of ten off-loaders
· ed by Defendant
B, was onvicted of importation of marihuana, ., as a result of
his . assistance in
containing a
one-ton shipment of
Regardless of the number of
bales of marihuana that he actually unloaded, and
notwithstanding [any claim on his
his claim that he
was neither aware of, nor could reasonably foresee, that the
(boat] ship contained this quantity of marihuana, Defendant
A is held accountable for the entire one-ton quantity of
marihuana on the [boat) ship because he aided and abetted
the unloading, and hence the importation, of the entire
shipment.
8

•

occasion .
Defendant K is a street-level drug dealer who knows of
other street-level drug dealers in the same geographic area
who sell the same type of drug as the defendant sells. The
defendant is not accountable for the quantities of drugs
sold by the other street-level drug dealers, even if all
share a common source of supply, because he is not engaged
in a jointly-undertaken criminal activity with them.
In
contrast, Defendant L, another street-level drug dealer,
pools his resources and profits with four other street-level
drug dealers. Defendant L's behavior meets the criteria for
a jointly-undertaken criminal activity. Therefore,
Defendant L is accountable for the quantities of drugs sold
by the four other dealers during the course of his agreement
with them.
2.

•
il

•

("Such acts and omissions that were part of the same course
of conduct or common scheme or plan as the offense of
conviction," as used in subsection (a) (2), refers to acts
and omissions committed or aided and abetted by the
defendant, or for which the defendant would be otherwise
accountable, that were part of the same course of conduct or
common scheme or plan as the offense of conviction.]

*

*

*

(B). Proposed Amendment: The Commentary to S1B1.3
captioned "Application Notes" is amended by inserting the
following additional notes:
"8.

'Common scheme or plan' and 'same course of conduct' are two
closely-related concepts.
Common scheme or plan. For two or more offenses to
.. 1
tute part of a common scheme or plan, they must be
11 ,.;rrttJP.1V
substantially connected to each
and linked by common
evidence. Factors that appropriately are considered in this
determination include common victims, common accomplices,
common purpose, and similar modus operandi. For example,
the conduct of five defendants who together defrauded a
group of investors by computer manipulations that unlawfully
transferred funds over an eighteen-month period would
qualify as a common scheme or plan on the basis of any of
the above listed factors; i.e., the commonality of victims
(the same investors were defrauded on an ongoing basis),
commonality of offenders (the conduct constituted an ongoing
conspiracy), commonality of purpose (to defraud the group of
investors ) , and similarity of modus operandi (the same or
similar computer manipulations were used to execute the
scheme). Offenses may meet the criteria of a common scheme
or plan whether or not they fall within the time frame that
10

would also quali f y them as part of the same course of
conduct.
.

/,....; ;.

'

(B) Same course of conduct. Offenses that do not qualify as
of a common scheme or plan may nonetheless qualify as
ffjui.Jzi:tpart
1
part of the same course of conduct if they are sufficiently
connected or related to each other as to warrant the
conclusion that they are part of a single episode, spree, or
ongoing series of offenses. Factors appropriate to consider
in this determination are the time interval between the
offenses and the similarity of the offenses. As
§1B1 . 3(a) ( 2) applies only to offenses of a character that
would be grouped under §3D1.2(d), such offenses will be
similar in character (e . g., a series of thefts, a series of
thefts and forgeries, or a series of drug sales) . As a
general -- but not absolute -- standard, offenses that are
similar in character and are committed at intervals of 120
days or less appropriately are considered as part of the
same course of conduct. Note that in the case of a series
of such offenses committed at intervals of 120 days or less
(e.g., a series of four thefts each 90 days apart) all the
offenses ordinarily would be considered part of the same
course of conduct even though the total time from the first
to last offense may have exceeded 120 days.
offenses, a different time
Due to the nature of
between offenses is ordinarily appropriate for this
determination. For example, a failure to file income tax
ars, or the filing of fraudulent
returns for consecutive
1n consecutive years, ordinarily would t ' ''
constitute the same course of conduct because such returns
are required only at yearly intervals. The determination of
the same course of conduct or common scheme or plan in tax
cases is addressed in Application Note 3 of the Commentary
to §2Tl.l (Tax Evasion).
Although the term 'same course of conduct' may also be used
in connection with dissimilar offenses committed within a
short span of time (e .g ., a 'spree' in which a defendant
assaults a neighbor, steals a car, and unlawfully possesses
a controlled substance with i n a period of several hours
appropriately might be considered the same course of
conduct), this facet of the term has no applicability to
cases under §1B1.3(a) (2) because §1Bl.3(a) (2) only applies
to offenses of a similar character.".

•

Reason for Amendment: This amendment provides guidance as
to the scope of the terms "same course of conduct" and
"common scheme or plan."
S1B1.8.

Use o! certain Information
11

•

(I)
(J)
(K)
S2Bl.l..
S2B4.l.
S2Pl.l.

More than $10,000,000
More than $30,000,000
More than $80,000,000

add 16
add 18
add 20.

Larceny, Embezzlement, and Other Forms o! Theft
Bribery in Procurement o! Bank Loan and Other
Commercial Bribery
Fraud and Deceit

6. Proposed Amendment: Section 2Bl.l(b) is amended by
renumbering subdivision (7) as (8), and by inserting the
following as subdivision (7):

r,j

. J.;.fPtj ) 1'

"(7) If the offense affected a financial institution,
4 levels.".

.

.

Section 2B4.l{b) is amended by renumbering subdivision (2) as
(3), and by inserting the following as subdivision (2):

jU 8j/

"(2 ) I f the offense affected a financial institution, increase by
4 levels. " .

)'jJ(

(t.J.}!

Section 2Fl.l is amended by renumbering subdivision (5) as (6),
and by inserting the following as subdivision (5):

•

"(5) If the offense affected a financial institution, increase by
4 levels.".
Reason for Amendment: This amendment would increase the
sentences for financial institution fraud, theft, and bribery
over the entire range of offense levels, including those at the
lower and middle levels, in addition other Qnhancements already
in these guidelines. Under this amendment, embezzlement of
$5,000 from a financial institution, for example, would have an
offense level four levels higher than embezzlement of the same
amount from an individual or from another type of institution.
The purpose of this amendment would be to. reflect the increases
by Congress during the past several years in the maximum terms of
imprisonment from 20 to 30 years for violations of title 18 bank fraud and embezzlement offenses.
S2D1.1.

Unlawful Manufacturing, Importing, EXporting, or
Trafficking (Including Possession vitb Intent to Commit
These Offenses)

7. Issue for Comment: The Commission requests comment
regarding the removal or modification of the current limitations
on offense levels for the distribution of Schedule III, IV , and V
controlled substances, anabolic steroids , and Schedule I and II
depressants, so that violations involving large quantities of
/

•
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·
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of simple possessio n of cocaine (an offense having a Chapter
Two offense level of 6 under §202.1), no reduction for a
mitigatin g role is warranted because the defendant is not
substanti ally less culpable than a defendant whose only
conduct involved the simple possessio n of cocaine." .
Reason for Amendmen t: This amendment clarifies a situation in
which a defendant is not ordinaril y eligible for a reduction
under §381.2 (Mitigatin g Role), and moves existing language from
the Introduct ory Commentar y of Chapter Three, Part B, to the
Commentar y in §381.2.
(B). Proposed Amendment : The Commentar y to §381 . 1 is
amended by inserting the following additiona l note:
11

•

4.

When a defendant , who otherwise would merit a mitigatin g
role reduction under §381.2 (Mitigatin g Role), exercised
limited supervisi on over a limited number of participa nts
with equal or lesser roles, do not apply an adjustmen t from
For example, an increase in offense l evel
this section.
under this section would not be appropria te for a defendant
whose only function was to offload a single large shipment
of marijuana , and who supervise d other offloader s of that
Instead, consider such circumsta nces in
shipment.
determini ng the appropria te reduction under §381.2
(Mitigatin g Role). See also Applicati on Note 4 of the
Commentar y to §381.2 (Mitigatin g Role) . 11 •

The Commentar y to §381.2 is amended by inserting the following
additiona l note:
1

"4.

otherwise would merit a mitigatin g role
When a
reduction under S3B1.2 (Mitigatin g Role),
of participa nts with equal or lesser roles, a lesser
reduction than otherwise appropria te ordinaril y is
warranted . For examp l e, in the case of a defendant who
would have qualified for a minimal role adjustmen t but for
his supervisi on of other participa nts, an adjustmen t for
minor role, rather than minimal role , would be
appropria te." .

Reason f or Amendmen t: This amendment clarifies that a defendant
who otherwise merits a mitigatin g role, and who supervise s a
limited n umber of participa nts of equal or lesser roles, is not
subject t o an a ggravatin g role enhanceme nt. Instead, such
circumsta nces may be considere d in determini ng whether a
mitigatin g role reduction is appropria te under §381.2.

•

17(A) . Proposed Amendmen t: The Introduct ory Commentar y to
Chapter Three, Part B is amended by deleting the first sentence
of the second paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof:
35
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" I n the case of a c r i mina l activity invo lving more t h a n one
partic ipa nt, § 381.1 or §381 .2 may apply. When a c r i mi nal
act ivity involve s only one part icipa nt, or only parti cipants of
r o ughly e quival e nt culpabi lit y, neither §381.1 nor §3 81.2 will
apply .".
Section 3B1.1 is ame nded by de leting '' f ollows:" and inserting i n
lieu thereof "follows (Apply· the greatest):".
Secti on 3B1.1(a ) is amended by deleting "five or more
participants , or was otherwise extensive" a nd by i nserting in
lieu thereof "at least four other parti c i pants" .
Section 381 . 1(b) is amended by deleting "(but not an organizer or
leader) and the criminal activity involved five or more
participants or was otherwise extensive" and inserting in lieu
thereof "of at l east four othe r participants in a criminal
activity".
Section 381.1(c) is amended by deleting "other than described in
(a) or (b)" and inserting in lieu thereof "that involved at least_
one other participant" .
The Comme ntary to § 381.1 capti oned "Appli cation Notes" is amended
in Note 1 by deleting the second sentence and inserting in lieu
thereof the following additiona l paragraphs:

•

"In addition, for the purposes of this guideline, a participant
ordinarily includes any person who plays the role of a
parti cipa nt, even if such person is not actually criminally
responsible for the offense (e.g. , if two persons were recruited
to assist in transporting marihuana, they would be deemed
participa nts e ven if they were undercover law enforcement agents
and, thus, not criminally responsible for the offense). However,
if an undercover agent were recruited to assist in transporting
marihuana and that agent recruited three other undercover agents,
first undercover agent would be counted as a
part1c1pant.
IP

f;

•

1
Furthermore, for purposes of this guideline, a
includes any person recruited to play a ((significan t]] role i n
the offense, even though their lack of awareness that an
being committed i s·a bar to their criminal liability (e.g. , a ·
person recruited to drive the getaway car from a robbery who is
unaware that a robbery is to be committed; or a person express ly
hired to collect money for charitable purposes, who is unaware
that a fr a ud is be ing perpetra t e d). Persons such as postal
employees, messe ngers, or taxi drivers who are performing their
normal dut ies , a nd a r e not otherwise c riminally res ponsible for
their conduct , are not i ncluded under this paragraph." .

The Commentary to §381 .1 captioned "Applicat ion Notes " is amended

·

by deleting Note 2.
Section 3Bl.4 is deleted in its entirety .
Reason for Amendmen t: This amendment clarifies the definitio n of
participa nt to include the defendant and other persons who are
"Particip ant" also includes, in most
criminall y responsib le.
and those who are not criminall y
officers,
nt
cases , law enforceme
offense but who play a role
the
responsib le for their conduct in
The amendment also-in furtherin g the offense, even if unwitting .
ent with the
inconsist
deletes §3Bl.4, which is untitled, and is
the
of
The substance
remainder of the guideline format.
Commentar y to §3Bl.4 is more appropr i ately placed in the
Introduct ory Commentar y to this Part.
Illustrat ion ot Chapter Three, Part B, as amended by Proposed
Amendment 17(A)
PART B - ROLE IN THE OFFENSE
Introduct ory Commentar y

*

*

*

[When an offense is committed by more than one participa nt,
§3Bl.l or SJB1.2 (or neither) may apply.] In the case of a
cri minal activity involving more than one participa nt, S3Bl.l or
§ 3B l.2 may apply . When a criminal activity involves only one
participa nt, or only participa nts of roughly equivalen t
culpabili ty, neither §3Bl.l or §3Bl.2 will apply. Section 3Bl.3
may apply to offenses committed by any number of participa nts.
§3Bl.l.Ag gravating Role
Based on the defendan t's role in the offense, increase the·
(Apply the greatest) :
follows
offense level as (follows: ]
(a)If the defendant was an organizer or leader of a criminal
activity that involved (five or more participa nts or was
otherwise extensive ] at least four other participa nts, increase
by 4 levels.
{b)If the defendant was a manager or superviso r ({but not an
organizer or leader) and the criminal activity involved five or
more participa nts or was otherwise extensive ) of at least four
other participa nts in a criminal activity, increase by 3 levels.
(c)If the defendant was an organizer , leader, manager, or
superviso r in any criminal (other than described in (a) or (b)]
that involved a t least one othe r participa nt, increase by 2
levels.
37
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participants in a criminal organization may receive increases
under SJB1.1 (Aggravating Role) while others receive decreases
under §JB1.2 (Mitigating Role) and still other participants
receive no adjustment.]
Proposed Amendment to §3B1.1 (Aggravating Role): The
(B).
Commentary to §JB1.1, captioned "Application Notes," is amended
in Note 1 by inserting the following additional sentence as the
first sentence:
"This adjustment applies only when the offense is committed by
more than one participant.".
Reason for Amendment: This amendment clarifies that this
adjustment is restricted to cases in which the defendant
participates in the commission of the offense with at least one
other person who is also criminally responsible for the
commission of the offense.
18(A). Proposed Amendment: Section 3B1.2 is amended by
deleting "In cases falling between (a) and (b), decrease by 3
levels.".
The Commentary to §3B1.2 is deleted in its entirety and the
following notes are inserted in lieu thereof:

•

11

1.

No mitigating role adjustment under this section shall be
applied to a defendant who, in connection with the offense,
threatened the use of force, possessed a dangerous weapon,
or caused another person to threaten the use of force or
possess a dangerous weapon.])
3•

f'

)J)/ -i; /

This section applies only in the case of criminal activity
"Participant" is
involving more than one participant.
defined in Note 1 of the Commentary to SJB1.1 .

;r
,

'_r;1t.

Subsection (a) (Minimal Role) applies to a defendant who is
([plainly among the least culpable of the participants in __
. / the criminal activity)] ([plainly among the least culpable
when compared to all other participants who typically
participate in the particular type of criminal activity)).
is intended that the downward adjustment for a minimal
participant be restricted to a narrow group of defendants
whose function in the criminal activity and whose
culpability for the offense, relative to that of other
participants, indicates that such defendants are plainly
among the least culpable.))
To receive a reduction under subsection (a) (Minimal Role),
the defendant ((ordinarily]) shall have:
only perforiDed unskilled or unsophisticated tasks;
(a)
no proprietary interest in the criminal activity, and
(b)
39
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4.

J
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I

!;;; J received no benefit from the criminal activity, other

than a [[fixed-fee]) payment that is a small amount
both absolutely and in comparison to the expected
profit of those who have employed the defendant.
(c)
no [[significant)) decision-making authority in
the criminal activity;
[(d)
participated in the criminal activity ((on no more /c.-£M/J1.;
thaz:t one occ::asion]] [ [for no more than a short
per1od of t1me)] ; and
[((e)
no more than limited knowledge of the scope
structure of the criminal activity and of the 9
criminal conduct of the more culpable
participants.)]
((Frequently, such defendants will have little or no
knowledge of the scope and structure of the criminal
activity or of the activities of the more culpable
·
participants.])
In a controlled substance trafficking offense (any offense
for which the offense level is determined under S2Dl.l) -(a)
"no proprietary interest" excludes (1) any defendant
who owned any portion of the controlled substance; and
1
(2) any defendant who financed any aspect of the
importation, manufacture, cultivation, transportation,
.or distribution of the controlled substance;

(1) any defendant who sold, negotiated the sale of, or determined the terms of a sale of the controlled
L•. , .-A 4 /
substance, (2) any defendant who exercised
/
([significant]] decision-making authority with respect
to the importation, manufacture, cultivation,
transportation, or distribution of the controlled
substance, and (3) any defendant who exercised control
of the controlled substance for a significant period of
4
. /
time, such that the defendant [(had the ability to
control]] ((was essential to]] the success of the
-c_,t/
criminal activity.
In contrast, "no [(significant]]
decision-making authority in the criminal activity"
·
includes any defendant who did .not exercise control
z ; ; o v e r the controlled substance for any significant
period of time, such that the defendant ([had the
11'7
t:M
ability to · control]) [[was essential to]] the success
' of the criminal activity. For example, a defendant who
merely offloaded one ship, or permitted use of a
residence in furtherance of the criminal activity did
not exercise control over the controlled substance for
any significant period of time.
'

4

5.

:JIA--

Subsection (b) (Minor Role) applies to a defendant who is
((significantly less culpable than a defendant who carried
out the same criminal activity without assistance]]
((substantially less culpable when compared to all other

4
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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Memorandum to: United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., Suite 1400
Washington, D. C. 20005
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1992 Proposed Amendments

The following pages are comments regarding the 1992 proposed
amendments. The clarifying amendments are helpful, when they
however, the number of amendments
satisfy their own
alone can result in overload to those who must apply the
guide line s. The last set of guidelines are not yet thoroughly
absorbed by staff, and i t is abundantly clear that criminal history
s core calculations are not being uniformly applied from district
to district. Working toward a better product is understandable, but
there must be an effort to minimize these amendments. The ex post
facto problems are becoming a "nightmare" in s ome situations, and
varying approaches of dealing with the issue do not aid the
reduction of disparity in sentencing.

Nancy neims, Deputy Chief
United States Probation Officer
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Expanded Availability of Non-Prison Sentencing Options
Amendment 2 9
Options 1, 2, 3, and 5 are recommended. Options 4 and 6 are not
recommended
order to avoid the expansion of s t raight probation
for those with both higher offense l evels and criminal history
categories.
These increased options do not compromise the structure of the
guidelines as originally drafted. They merely provide for more
sentencing options within a given range, recognizing that
particularly in the lower ranges there are many differences between
offenders, in the context of the crime c ommitted, which can best
be addressed by separate options rather than more or less time in
custody.
The offense-by offense approach risks too
distinctions
that
are
essentially
based
characteristics (e.g., white collar offenders).

•

many sentencing
upon
offender

Alternatives to traditional incarceration should involve soma
restriction of liberty (e.g., home detention). To equate
imprisonment with community service or even intensive supervision
is a purely theoretical comparison; !or an alternative to serve
the purposes of sentencing as delineated a t 18 USC 3553, it needs
to be perceived by the offender as reasonably comparable to
imprisonment.
Departures Baaed On Offender Characteristics
Part(B} - Age combined with other factors can be a very mitigating
factor that is recognized by all parties in the sentencing process,
particularly a young age combined
an extreme lack of
sophistication . In many cases where these offender characteristics
are combined the overall behavior is more similar to the acte of
a juvenile delinquent.
Part(C) - Allowing for departures on the basis of factors such as
"lack of youthful gui dance" or "history of family violence", opens
a pandora's box for the vast majority of offenders with significant
criminal records. Poor parenting as well as emotional and physical
abuse are conunon experiences among those who engage in ongoi ng
criminal conduct . Cases with this kind of history are the
"heartland" of bank robbers and violent offenders not the
exception1 should they benefit from a downward departure when the
first time offender with a reasonably normal upbringing does not?

•

Part(D) - If advanced age in c onjunction with the listed criteria
was a basis for departure, in e ·f fect, the older white collar
offender would be the beneficiary, and their sentences are not t hat
high as it is . Advanced age alone should not be a basis for
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departure.
Departures Ba5ed on Inadequacy of the Criminal History Score
Amendment 26
Option 2 is more practical and avoids the necessity of explaining
the structure of the sentencing table to arrive at a Category VII.
Part(B) - Judicial Conference recommendation G would be a helpful
clarification.
Part(C) - There are some cases that tec hnically and linguistically
satisfy the definition of career offender, but truly differ
dramatically from the heartland of career offenders. To preclude
any means of legitimately departing would only lead to manipulation
of the guidelines.
Acceptance of Responsibility
Option 3 would serve to reward guilty pleas and make a distinction
between those who admit to the bare bones of a crime and those who
completely acknowledge and demonstrate full responsibility for all
of their criminal conduct.
Relevant Conduct
All of the proposed amendments to clarify this guideline would be
helpful.
Role in the Offense
Amendment 16, Parts (A) and (B) - Clarification helpful.
Amendment 17, Part (A) -Changes regarding number of participants
for higher aggravating role and including undercover officer as a
participant are not recommended. There are too many substantive
amendments as it is; it is time to limit them, including only those
that are most crucial.
Amendment 17, Part (B) -Clarification helpful.
Amendment 18, Part (A) - Keep the interpolation to allow room for
resolution.
The concern as to whether the adjustments for mitigating role are
eufficient, primarily, and almost exclusively, occurs in drug
coses. Some functions in drug activity are more minimal than others
(e.g., lookout, driver, tag-along), but it is too nebulous and
subjective to determine the adjustment on the basis of comparing
a defendant to others who typically participate in similar criminal
conduct. The criteria given in the comme ntary relating to minimal
3
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role is good, but could be expanded with more examples. The
adjustment should apply when the criteria (defining function) is
satisfied, but only when the defendant has been held responsible
for the appropriate amount of drugs {reasonably foreseeable, etc.).
If an adjustment is given only because the individual was held
responsible for more drugs than he actually trafficked, without
regard to function, then the source of drugs who may well be
removed from the majority of overt acts of dealing could
conceivably get a reduction for role.
The
proposed in option 1 seem the most comprehensive, and it
is reasonable to gear them according to type of substance because
this is a factor for which ·e ven a minimal participant should be
held accountable.
Redefinition of career Offender 4Bl.l
Amendment 27
Part (A)
The guideline ranges for career offender are
sufficiently punitive even without usinq the enhanced statutory
maximum.
Part (B) - This amendment seems fair and reasonable.

•

Part (C) - Makes sense.
Part (D)
Such idEmtification would be helpful and reduce
disparity: the definition of crime of violence leaves much room for
dispute, especially when the determination has to be made as to
what constitutes " ••• otherwise involves conduct that presents a
serious potential risk of physical injury to another" - what about
Grand Theft Person or Possession of Unregistered Firearm (26 USC
5861)?
Part (E) - The entire criminal history calculation is becoming far
too complicated - to the extent that uniformity of application is
highly
jeopardized.
The
process
might
be
simplified
if
c;:onsol.idation for trial or sentencing did not tranelate into
"related case", only "same occasion" and "common 15cheme or plan".
Counts within the same indictment could be treated separately if
there was an intervening arrest between counts.
Separate
indictments would be treated as separate convictions unless there
was no intervening arrest and they were a string of the same type
of criminal conduct, hence joinable under Rule 8(a).

•

Part (F) - If guidelines require sentencing on the predicate priors
for career offender claeeification, there could be
separate
criminal acts with convictions, but one prior sentencing might
purposely be delayed to avoid career offender status. In the
example given of rape and robbery in the same criminal activity,
wouldn't they be treated as only one prior conviction anyway if
they occurred on the same occasion?
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Plea Bargaining Policies; Use of Acquittals
Part (B) - This amendment is necessary to resolve the inter-circuit
conflict.
Part (C) - The conflict needs to be resolved. Regardless of the
difference in standards of proof, there
be a stronger sense
of fairness if the acquitted conduct was not considered, thereby
increasing compliance.
Amendment 36, Part (W) - More specific and thus clearer.
Amendment 36, Part (X) - Essential amendment - otherwise there will
be virtually no uniformity in quidgline application between
circuits when there are deciaions such as u.s. v Fine in the Ninth
Circuit.
Amendment 20 - Option 2 seems the better course. It would conform
with the changes in 201.6, and allow for tha consideration of the
truly peripheral participant who is subject to the guideline.

•

Amendments 4,
Recommended •

Part

(A),

9,

36,

Part

(G),

and

Part

(P)

'

•
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March 3, 1992

United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W .
Suite 1440
Washington, D. C. 20004
Dear Commission Members:
I write to you in response to your request for the views of
the judges within the Eastern District of Michigan regarding
Many of our
proposed amendments to the sentencing guidelines.
opinions are substantively the same as those that we expressed to
you last year.
In order to glean a consensus of thought among my colleagues,
a deliberative process was adopted and followed. Initially, I asked
our Probation Department to examine the proposals and submit their
reactions to our Probation and Pretrial Services Committee for its
consideration. Following a lengthy and thorough discussion of the
issues, our Probation and Pretrial Committee incorporated some of,
and made several modifications to, the comments that had been
originally submitted to it by the Probation Department staff.
Copies of these comments have been enclosed for your examination
and evaluation.
The Committee also made the following recommendations which,
if adopted, will be forwarded to your Commission for its
consideration:
1.

The time limitations of the comment period do not allow
serious discussion and
a sufficient length of time
comment by the affected parties.

2.

The judges of the Eastern District of Michigan support
those amendments proposed by the Judicial Conference of
the United States.

3.

The judges also support Amendment 34 which allows
consideration for departure in cases of defendant
cooperation.

4.

The Sentencing Commission should give greater
consideration to those amendments which increase the
discretion of the sentencing judge as that discretion has
been shifted to the prosecutor in many cases under
guideline sentencing.

5.

The Sentencing commission should consider a moratorium
on submitting new amendments as the process of sentencing
becomes more complicated and confusing each time new
amendments take effect.

Finally, permit me to offer a constructive suggestion for your
consideration. It is our general belief that the format which has
been used by your Commission to elicit comments from the bench and
bar to the proposed amendments to the sentencing guidelines makes
Thus, we urge you to
them somewhat difficult to comprehend.
consider the development of a different and "reader friendly"
format whereby (1) the old material could be easily distinguished
from the new material, and (2) the reasons and justifications for
the proposed changes to the sentencing guidelines could be outlined
in a better manner.
Thank you.

Court
JAC:pf

'·
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THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER
DOLLEY MADISON HOUSE
1520 H STREET, N.W•
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

Writer's Direct Dial Number:

FTS/202

March 2, 1992

Mr. Michael Courlander
Public Information Specialist
United States Sentencing Conunission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004
Dear Mr. Courlander:

•

Enclosed please fmd comments on the proposed sentencing guideline amendments
sent to Judge Vincent Broderick, care of the Research Division of the Federal Judicial
Center.

Pamela Lawrence
Attachment

•

•

UNITED STA:rES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
PROBATION OFFICE
MICHAEL R. JOHNSON
SUPERVISING USPO
DONALD E. FIELDS
STEVEN H. GYALAI
CARL C. HAIS, II
JAY BEITZ
PROBATION OFFICERS

JAKES D. PROVENCE
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER
P.O. BOX 201
237 U.S. COUR:r HOUSE
LEXINGTON, KY 40584-0201
(606) 292-3171
FTS:
355-2646

REPLY TO:
P.O. BOX 746
300 FEDERAL BUILDING
7TH AND SCOTT STREETS
COVINGTON, KY 41012
(606) 292-3171
FTS:
778-3171

February 27, 1992

•

United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004

RE:

1992 GUIDELINE AMENDMENTS:
COMMENTS ON A.O. MEMO
DATED 1/29/92

To Whom It May Concern:
These comments are being offered for consideration in regards to
the 1992 proposed guideline amendments.
1) AMENDMENTS RESPONSIVE TO JUDICIAL CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS
Expanded Availability of Nonprison Sentencing Options:
It is my opinion the options proposed regarding expanding the
availability of nonprison sentencing options does not
compromise the guidelines as originally drafted. Instead, it
appears to be a consideration or concession to those
individuals who feel the guidelines are too punitive and
restrictive, and do not provide for sufficient discretion.

•

If the commission does decide to adopt these expanded
alternatives, they certainly should adopt an "offense by
offense" approach and remove from consideration people such as
white collar offenders.

•
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In my opinion, there is no need to include additional
alternative programs at the low end of the guideline.
Departures Based on Offender Characteristics
The Commission should be cautious in wording departures that
may be appropriate when offender characteristics are present
to an unusual degree, either alone or in combination . The use
of discretion and judgement lead to disparity among offenders
Offender
in opposition to the purpose of guidelines .
characteristics are currently considered under terminology
stating that they are "not ordinarily relevant," and there is
no reason why one cannot argue in a specific instance why a
departure may be relevant to the sentencing process .
One should be careful in considering age; particularly as it
relates to young offenders, because they are the most
criminally active group in society.

•

Status of being elderly should not receive leniency simply
because it is fair to attribute to these individuals
sufficient decision making skills to hold them accountable for
their errors in judgement, or their free choices .

An infirm defendant should not be able to use that to obtain
leniency.
A defendant's lack of youthful guidance , history of family
violence, or similar factors as grounds for departure would
place the offender's parents, sociocultural and socioeconomic
background on trial in the sentencing process as opposed to
the offender .
Downward departure for advanced age should not be considered
considerable
should possess
individuals
those
because
make good
to
them
lead
would
background and experience that
judgements .
Departures Based o n Inadequacy of Criminal History Score

•

Option #1 is preferable to Option #2 , as it seems to provide
Part B does not appear to be
a more structured process.
be a prohibition against
should
there
C,
Part
In
necessary.
as sufficient reason
history
the use of adequacy of criminal
the armed criminal
and
offender
career
the
to depart below
provisions .
Acceptance of Responsibility
As to Option #1, I have no d i fficulty with limiting the scope
of what is required to receive acceptance of responsibility,

•
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as long as this does not impact the use of relevant conduct in
calculating the offense level. This is a practical approach .
An individual could be expected to object to his offense level
being raised by the use of ·relevant conduct. However, I have
no problem with one acknowledging his responsibility for the
offense of conviction, and receiving a downward adjustment
while objecting to the relevant conduct which might raise his
This option is expedient and should receive
offense level.
consideration.
Option #2 should not receive consideration. There is an old
saying, "If you're going to make a mistake, make it a good
one , " or "If you're going to make a mistake, make i t a big
one." Why should one receive more leniency just because he
participates in a more serious offense. The guidelines should
treat serious offenses seriously .

•

•

Option #3 does not appear to be one which would produce
In
sufficient incentive for the defendant to plead guilty.
addition to this, there is no clear indication as to whether
one would be entitled to a one level reduction for acceptance
of responsibility if there were no relevant conduct issues
involved .
Option #4 appears to be better than Option #3 because there is
some continued emphasis on offenders not receiving a reduction
In my
when they put the government to its proof at trial .
opinion, this increases pleas of guilty when they are
One should not receive a one level reduction
appropriate .
after the trial has begun . Additionally , this option does not
address the issue of whether one would receive a reduction if
there were no contested issues regarding relevant conduct.
I would also like to suggest to the commission that
NOTE:
they consider a revision of USSG 3El . l, comment (n.4), which
indicates "that conduct resulting in enhancement under USSG
3Cl.l, Obstructing or Impeding the Administration of Justice,
ordinarily indicates that the defendant has not accepted
responsibility for his criminal conduct . However, there may
be extraordinary cases in which adjustments under both USSG
3Cl.l and USSG 3El. 1 may apply." I do not feel acceptance of
responsibility shoul d be tied so closely to obstruction of
Obstruction of justice may occur early on in the
justice.
proceedings, and the defendant may later make an adequate
The
responsibility.
acceptance · of
of
demonstration
the
in
me
terminology in the application note which bothers
interpretation process is the use of the word "extraordinary. "
I feel this
There are not many extraordinary cases.
application
of
application note is being ignored. Consistency
would be increased if this application note were revised.

•

- 4 RELEVANT CONDUCT
All of the information presented in this section is
essentially positive except the 120-day time frame relating to
the same course of conduct , and being significantly connected.
I believe 120 days is too short and restrictive.
NOTE: It would be helpful in applying this guideline if there
was some emphasis placed on what a defendant must do to
withdraw from a conspiracy ·or concerted activity , and to be no
In the conunentary, and in the new
longer accountable.
proposals, there is considerable emphasis on definitions that
lead to assessments in other areas. However, one can enter a
conspiracy and later withdraw from the conspiracy, or argue
that they have done so. I think it should be made clear as to
whether this withdrawal is passive or active, and these terms
should be defined.
2) ADDITIONAL AMENDMENTS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

•

ROLE IN THE OFFENSE, ESPECIALLY OFFENSES INVOLVING DRUGS
Amendment 16, Part A, is a good thought . Part B still appears
to be vague, and probably should be stated as a factor under
which one would receive no aggravating or mitigating
adjustments .
Amendment 17 is essentially good but I do not feel you should
exclude the terminology "otherwise extensive."
Amendment 18 calling for the deletion of the interpolation is
good , and so is the further definition proposed regarding
adjustments for mitigation of role , and eligibility and
ineligibility for mitigating role reductions.
The commission further requested comments on several items.
In regards to Item #1, if one is to receive a mitigating role,
i t should be clear on the surface, and he should be less
culpable than the other participants in the same case, and not
someone who is less culpable than individuals who typically
participate in similar conduct.

•

In reference to Item #2 , there should be no specific functions
that are either eligible or ineligible for mitigating role
because this would cause everyone to claim or seek such
eligibility or definition.
Item #3, a mitigating role reduction should be available to
those in lower positions of priority decision making functions
There are also obviously
in a structured offense behavior.
or aggravating
mitigating
no
individuals who should receive

•
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role as well. The factors considered should be those factors
that are situation specific to the offense that tend to set
this defendant apart from other defendants as one who deserves
a mitigating role.
role
Item #4 , there should not be any bar to
adjustment b e cause one has not been held accountable for all
of his relevant conduct. This is a situation and circumstance
that can be taken care of under the relevant conduct
guideline, and does not need to affect the assessment of role.
Item #5 is no different than Item #4. One should not receive
consideration under one guideline just because another
guideline has not been correctly applied or assessed .

•

In regards to Part B of Amendment 18 , I do not feel that
It would
commentary such as that mentioned is warranted.
made,
been
had
adjustment
role
appear to me that if the proper
of
use
the
through
determined
level
offense
and the proper
has
information
appropriate
the
all
that
relevant conduct,
been considered, and because of this , there is no departure
justified .
In reference to Amendment 19, I do not think it is necessary
to establish caps for a minor or minimal participant, as that
is already accounted for in the establishment of the offense
It
level through relevant conduct and the role reduction.
would seem to me that these adequately address the issues
which this amendment is attempting to focus on.
Reference the Commission's request for comments on
NOTE:
questions; in particular, that dealing with mandatory minimum
sentencing statutes. It is very possible that some of these
amendments may place certain offenders below the mandatory
minimum, when in fact they will not receive any benefit from
the actual guideline application procedures, if they do not
receive a 5K1.1 motion from the government .
REDEFINITION OF CAREER CRIMINAL GUIDELINE 4B1.1

•

As it relates to Amendment 27 , Part A, I recommend that the
enhanced statutory maximum sentence be used . As it relates to
Part B of the amendment , I recommend the definition of prior
felony conviction remain unchanged. As it relates to Part C,
As it
I think the date should be the date of sentence .
relates to Part D, I do not think it is necessary to develop
As it relates to Part E, I
a category of "lessor" crimes.
think the guidelines should r e main as they are. As it relates
to Part F, I think it shou l d remain unchanged, and I do not
think there should be a ny r e quirement for a "strictl y
consecutive sequence."

•

- 6 PLEA BARGAINING POLICIES, USE OF ACQUITTALS
As i t relates to Amendment 35 , I believe these are good ideas.
As it relates to Amendment 36, Part W & Part X, I believe they
are also good ideas.
As it relates to Amendment 20, I believe that Option #3 is the
more appropriate.
As to Amendment 4 , Part A, I have had little involvement with
these types of cases, and am not familiar with information
relating to this guideline. The same is true for Amendment 9 .
As it relates to Amendment 36, Part G, I do not think i t would
They help give
be a good idea to remove the se citations .
Removing them
.
guidelines
the
to
direction
structure and
would possibly make the guidelines more flexible, but may also
lead to inconsistency in application. As i t relates to Part
P, I believe the cross-reference idea is good.

•

ITEM #3, LIST OF ADDITIONAL PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
CHAPTER 1, GUIDELINES & POLICY STATEMENTS
Amendment 2, Parts A & B are both appropriate ideas.
Amendment 3.

So is

CHAPTER 2, GUIDELINES & COMMENTARY
As it relates to
I have no difficulty with Amendment 4.
Amendment 5, if you're going to remove the more than minimal
planning adjustment , then there should be some corresponding
increase in the base offense level.
Amendment 6 is appropriate.
As it relates to Amendments 7 & 8, I have had no significant
dealings with these issues, and do not really know how these
amendments might impact the guidelines .
As i t relates to Amendment 10, it appears to be a logical and
appropriate amendment.
As it relates to Amendment 11, I have had no dealings with
this guideline .

•

Amendment s 12,
amendment s .

13,

& 14

all

appear

CHAPTER 3, GUIDELINES & COMMENTARY

to

be

appropriate

•

- 7 NOTE:

No opinion or comments offered.

NOTE: It would be helpful to give some attention to examples
relating to grouping issues involving money laundering
guidelines and other offenses. This is something that, to my
knowledge, is currently not in the application notes in
Chapter 3, Part D, and I believe it would be useful.
CHAPTER 4, GUIDELINES & COMMENTARY
As it relates to Amendment 24, I do not believe an additional
criminal history point is necessary because I think those
sentences that deal with time actually served of 5 years or
more reflect serious offenses that are often times given
consideration. In such instances as armed career criminal and
career offender enhancement, or possibly they also might
reflect themselves in enhancements to the instant offense,
such as mandatory minimums for second convictions, etc.

•

Amendment 25, Parts A & B are both good ideas.
Amendment 28, Part A, is unnecessary .
Amendment 28, Part B, is also a good idea, and of the options
offered , Option #3 seems to be more appropriate.
CHAPTER 5, GUIDELINES & COMMENTARY
Amendments 30, 31, & 32 all appear to be good amendment ideas.
Amendment 34 is unnecessary and would complicate the
sentencing procedure. The most effective aspect of USSG SKl.l
is that it can only occur when the government does make a
It has been my experience that those who have
motion.
substantially assisted authorities have received credit for
It appears this amendment would allow for input
doing so.
from other parties as it relates to the substantial assistance
issue, and would in effect result in less substantial
assistance being provided. It would allow people other than
those receiving substantial assistance to in fact make some
determination as to the quality and substance of this
Those people are actually not in a position to
assistance.
evaluate that substantial assistance.
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENT #36

•

Part A, Part B, Part C, Part D, and Part F are all appropriat e
amendments .
Part D, Part E, & Part F are al l appropriate amendments .

•
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Part H, the market value should continue to be the retail
value . It should make little differenc e where the product was
The retail value is still a fair
embezzled or stolen from .
and logical way to deal with monetary loss. Such an amendment
would only complicate the determination of such a factor.
Part I is difficult to evaluate, but if one is to assume that
the items were not intended for circulation because they were
simply poor items is not sufficient reason for such a change .
Quite frankly , had they been good items , they would have been
circulated. I do not think this is a good amendment. It will
cause arguments surrounding the intentions which will be
difficult to resolve . If someone is counterfeiting something,
one should be able to fairly state that they would intend to
misrepresent its true value or status if they could.
Parts J, K, L , M, N, 0, P & Q are all good amendments.

•

I do not understand enough about the proposed change in Part
R to make any comment.
Parts S , T , U, V & Yare all good ideas .

/'---.LC_;;;.·
carl c. Hays II
U. S . Probation Officer ·
CCH/smh
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OP INDIANA
PROBATION OPPICE
Frank D. Ball, J'r.
Chief Probation Officer
323 u. s. Courthouse
Indianapolis, IN 46204
317-226-6751
F'TS:
331-6751

101 Federal Office Bldg.
225 N. High St;reet
HUllcie, IN 47305
317-747-5567
202-A College Square
Bloom.ingt;on, IN 47401
812-334-4212

219 u. s. Courthouse
New Albany, IN 47150
812-948-5255

208 u. s. Courthouse
Terre Haute, IN 47808
812-232-0200

368 Federal Building
Evansville, IN 47708
812-465-6436

Reply To:

Indianapolis

February 25, 1992

u.s.

Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., Suite 1400
Washington D.C. 20004
To Whom It May Concern:

•

I have received and reviewed a copy of the proposed 1992 amendments
to the u.s. Sentencing Guidelines and would like to offer the
following comments:
Amendment 29:
Options
1.

Expanded Availability of Non-Prison Sentencing

Do the proposals "compromise the structure of the guidelines
as originally drafted? "
No, they don't compromise, but would allow opportunity for
more offenders to be placed on probation. I like the idea of
changing the "split" in option #1, but I think that is as far
as it should it go. There is nothing wrong with the present
table in the guidelines so why mess with it .

2.

Should the Commission adopt an offense by offense approach
under which certain types of offenders within the alternative
eligible guideline cells would be excluded from eligibility?
No this gets too involved.

3.

•

Keep it simple.

Should the available sentencing options be expanded ..•
No, USPO's have enough "options" to keep track of now. I'm
curious, would there be "boot camps" for females or is this
only a male option?

•

Page 2
Re: February 24, 1992
Amendment 33
This amendment is ridiculous. It shows a return to preguideline thinking. Every defense attorney around will argue
his defendant is young and naive or elderly and infirm. I'm
sure defense attorneys will probably "coach" their clients to
say they were misguided as a child just so they can qualify
for a departure. I can see probation officers telling
offenders, "It's a shame you didn't come from a broken home,
etc., you could have qualified for a downward departure!" If
this amendment is passed we might as well chuck the
guidelines.
Amendment 26: Departures based on inadequacy of the criminal
history score.

•

•

I prefer option 2 because many of the defendants who have
criminal history categories more serious than VI are also more
serious than VII. Using option 2, the court may sentence to a
category VII but can also depart above this category if
needed. I like parts B and C of option 2 because I think they
address areas which should be given consideration in
determining the criminal ·history category .
Amendment 23:

Acceptance of Responsibility

I believe under option 1 the defendant should be required to .
accept responsibility for his offense of conviction. For
example, a defendant is charged with Rape and Felon in
Possession. The Rape charge is filed in state court and the
Felon in Possession is charged in federal court . In applying
the guidelines in the federal case a cross reference to
consider the rape conduct is considered using the
preponderance of evidence standard. Requiring the defendant
to admit he did commit the Rape in the federal case is
requiring him to compromise his defense in the case at the
state level. For cases such as this I believe the defendant's
acceptance of responsibility for the offense of conviction
alone should be sufficient.
In my experience, most judges have equated acceptance of
responsibility with entering a plea of guilty . Consequently,
many times the probation officer does not give a defendant
acceptance of responsibility because that acceptance did not
go beyond entering a plea of guilty. Option 3 allows the
courts to continue to do what they have always done in the
past yet allows a person who has truly demonstrated acceptance
of responsibility to receive a further reduction. However, I

•
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would recommend the defendant receive one point for pleading
guilty and two points for further demonstration of acceptance,
instead of the other way around.
Amendment 1,

Part

A and

Part

B:

Relevant Conduct

Relevant conduct continues to be a major problem area and any
commentary, illustrations or definitions to clarify are
helpful to everyone trying to compute the guidelines.
Amendments 16, 17 and 18:
Offenses Involving Drugs

•

Role in the Offense, Especially in

I think these changes to the commentary concerning mitigating
and aggravating role guidelines are very good, especially
amendment 16, part A and amendment 17, part A. I have seen
several defendants charged by way of information, limiting the
scope of their involvement in the instant offense, receive a
further reduction for playing a minor role in the offense. I
think the proposed changes in the commentary will help clarify
the proper application.
I believe when determining whether a mitigating role
adjustment should apply in a case the comparison should be
between participants in the same case. When you try to gauge
culpability based on "typical participant" you have the age
old problem of defining what is a typical participant.
Amendment 19
I believe the sentencing guidelines appropriately address
minimal participants and minor participants through reductions
in the offense level. Consequently, I do not believe there
should be a cap based on the defendant's participation in the
offense . However, perhaps a cap could be considered for a
defendant who is a first time offender in conjunction with
being a minimal or minor participant.
Amendment 27:

Re-Definition of Career Criminal

Part A.
I agree with option number 2. Offenders who fall
under this section deserve to receive the maximum sentence
available. Therefore, I believe the enhanced statutory
maximum sentence should be the one used .

•

Part D.
I do not believe crimes of violence can be
quantified . Therefore the definition at 4B1.2 is sufficie nt .

•
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Part B. When two cases are not related they should be
considered as two convictions for purposes of the career
criminal guideline.
Part F. A requirement for a defendant to have been arrested,
convicted and sentenced for one offense before he commits the
second excludes those defendants who commit a second offense
while they are - on bond for the first offense. In my opinion,
a defendant should be held accountable for all prior arrests
and convictions which occurred prior to his commission of the
instant offense.
Amendment 35 Plea Bargaining Policies:

Use of Acquittals

Part B. I agree the defendant should be held accountable for
conduct contained in counts dismissed as part of a plea
agreement .

•

Part c. I believe the preponderance of the evidence standard
should be sufficient in considering conduct in which the
defendant was acquitted. I do not believe it should be a
basis for a departure but should be used to determine the
offense level and/or to select a sentence within the guideline

range.

Amendment 36, Part X
Defendants should be sentenced based on their real offense
conduct and not merely the offense of conviction. The purpose
of the cross references from the guideline of conviction to
the guideline for the underlying behavior allows the court to
pronounce a more just sentence. However, when the defendant
incriminates himself by giving the government information they
would not otherwise have access to, he should not be punished
for that information.
Amendment 20
I agree with option number 3.
Amendment 4, Part A
I agree with the proposed amendment .
Amendment 9

•

I agree with option number 2 .

•
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Amendment 2 1 Part A and B:
Statements

Chapter 1 Guidelines and Policy

I agree with this
Amendment 3
I agree with this amendment .
Chapter 2 Guidelines and Commentary
I agree with amendments 4 through 14 as provided in chapter 2 .
Chapter 3 Guidelines and Commentary
Amendment 21. I believe a floor offense with additional
levels for degree of risk is a good modification to be
considered for reckless endangerment enhancement.

•

Amendment 22:

Multiple Counts

This is a difficult area of the guidelines.
examples would help clarify the rules .

Perhaps more

Chapter 4 1 Guidelines and Commentary
Amendment 24. I believe one additional point for sentences of
Lmprisonment exceeding one year and one month in which the
defendant actually served five or more years of imprisonment
is a good idea.
Amendment 28. I believe the criminal history category I is
sufficient to address defendants who are first time offenders .
Part B. I believe a category VII should be added to the
sentencing table as listed in option 3. This would give the
court the option of departing above a category VII and
departures could .be structured to establish "pseudo"
categories in three point increments as is presently done in
the sentencing table .
Chapter 5 1 Guidelines and Commentary

•

Amendment 34. As much as I believe the u.s. Government abuses
S 5K1.1 of the guidelines, I do not believe the answer is to
eliminate the requirement for a government motion. I believe
there should be requirements for the government to structure

•
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any departure under this section and limit the departure to
two levels, four levels or six levels. This would eliminate
the "free fall" that we currently have with 5Kl motions .
I hope my comments will be considered. If you have any questions
please feel free to call me at 317-226-6756 .
Sincerely,

u. s. Probation Officer
Sentencing Guidelines Specialist
BJR/njh

•

•

Honorable Vincent L. Broderick
c/o The Research Division
Federal Judicial Center
1520 H Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20005

•

Honorable Vincent L. Broderick
C/O The Research Division
Federal Judicial Center
1520 H Street, N. w.
Washington, D.C. 20005
RE:

Comments to Proposed
Amendments to the
Sentencing Guidelines

Dear Sir:
The following are my comments to the proposed amendments to the
Sentencing Guidelines as outlined in the "Synopsis of Proposed 1992
Amendments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines".
AMENDMENT 29.

•

Do the proposals "compromise the structure of the guidelines as
originally drafted?"
1.

Yes, I believe the proposals do compromise the structure of the
guidelines as originally drafted . The guidelines were meant to
eliminate or reduce the disparity of sentencings throughout the
country. The guidelines as they currently stand do not allow for a
considerable amount of disparity as they limit the options
If the range for probation is expanded and the ''splitavailable.
sentence" options are enhanced thereby eliminating the service of
at least one-half of the minimum guideline range in prison will
cause an increase in sentencing disparities nationwide . A district
which believes white-collar offenses, for example are serious and
harmful to the community may sentence an offender to a term of
imprisonment while another district may sentence that offender to a
·
term of pro bat ion.
Additionally , the proposals compromise the structure of the
guidelines as originally drafted as the proposals do not adhere to
the sentencing objectives of deterrence, just punishment,
incapacitatio n and rehabilitatio n. By allowing for an increase in
the sentencing disparities, the philosophies of deterrence and just
punishment become obsolete.

•

2. Should the Commission adopt an "offense-by- offense" approach
under which certain types of offenders within the alternativeeligible guideline cells (e.g. white-collar offenders) would be
excluded from eligibility?
No, I do not believe the adoption of an "offense-by-o ffense"
approach would be a viable option to the expansion of the range of
probation or the "split-senten ce" options . Again, this type of
proposal does not adhere to the sentencing objectives of
deterrence, just punishment, incapacitatio n and rehabilitatio n. By
having an "offense-by- offense" approach it appears at least on the

•

surface as being an unfair practice. Who shall decide which
offenses shall be excludable when they fall within the same
guideline categories and have comparable offense levels and
criminal history categories . Shall each district decide which
offenses are excludable? If an offense shall be excluded from
straight probation or the "split-senten cing'' options then the
offense level for that offense should be increased.
3 . Should the available sentencing options be expanded to include
additional alternative programs such as intensive supervision,
public service, shock incarceration Cboot camps), day reporting
centers, or other programs?

•

No. Although alternative programs such as boot camps, day
reporting centers, etc are good sentencing alternatives in theory,
they are extremely difficult to monitor, as well as impossible to
finance. The Probation Offices are expected to run or monitor
these programs while not being provided additional personnel or
financial backing to provide for the increased workload. The
existing personnel is expected to take on the extra work without
monetary compensation for the overtime hours needed.
Alternative sentencing programs are for the offender who will not
be a recidivist and learns from his/her mistake. However , when the
offender does not comply with the conditions imposed with the
alternative sentence, it is necessary for the Probation Officer to
have the backing of the court in enforcing the ordered sanctions.
When the courts fail to reprimand the non-complian t probationer,
the alternative sentencing program loses the intended purpose of
punishment and general deterrence .
A.UENiDMENT 33

Part CA).

No comment.

"Age may be a reason to impose ·a sentence be low the
Part CB).
applicable guideline range if combined with another factor Ce.g.,
young and naive or elderly and infirm.)"
I do not agree with the reasons for downward departure being "young
and naive" or "elderly and infirm". How does one determine whether
an individual is young and naive? Even though offenders may be of
a young age does not in itself mean the individual is in any way
naive . Naivety is an ambiguous term at best and should not be open
to anyone and everyone's interpretatio n.

•

Additionally , because someone may be young and naive or elderly and
infirm does not lessen the fact that a crime has been committed .
Should a young person or an elderly individual be rewarded because
they decided to begin their life of crime at an early age or
because they happen to become physically infirm after commission of
the offense?
Part CC). "Should the court consider "a defendant's lack of

•

youthful guidance , history of family violence, or a similar factor
as a ground for departure from the guidelines?"
NO! This kind of reasoning is a regression to pre-guidelin e
thinking. The large portion of today's society is a product of a
broken home, exposed to substance abuse and violence, or are not
afforded the same moral guidance which was abundant during
"June Cleaver days". However, the majority of these children do
Again, should we reward those
grow up to be law-abiding citizens.
who wish to make excuses for their abhorrent behavior rather than
take responsibilit y for their actions. This would be the message
given to society should the court use these reasons for downward
departures.
Part CD). Downward departure based on advanced age C60 or older).
No, I do not believe a downward departure based on age should be a
consideration .
MENDYENT 26

•

I agree with Option 2. Most offenders who exceed
Part (A).
Category VI usually do so with many more points than would come
I believe the court should be
within the limits of a Category VII.
able to depart upward to the point to adequately reflect the
seriousness of the offender's past criminal conduct.
Part CB). I do not agree with departures due to inadequacy of the
Criminal History Category based on the degree of risk or type of
risk. Whether the degree of risk is financial or physical, both
provide for their own degree of harm to the community.
Part CC) .

I agree with this provision.

AMENDWENT 23

I propose an Option 5 which is similar to Option 3. However, I
believe a one point reduction should be awarded to the offender who
pleads guilty and an additional two level reduction be given to the
offender who provided substantial assistance to authorities , admits
to relevant conduct, voluntary payment of restitution etc. This
provides for more incentive for the offender to be cooperative with
authorities etc. More can be earned by this offender than just by
pleading guilty.

•

I disagree with allowing for a three level reduction to an offender
who has a high offense level. This individual should not be
rewarded more than someone who commits a less serious offense . For
offenders who have higher offense levels, there is a greater chance
that this individual can provide more information to assistance
authorities. Therefore, they may be able to be considered for a
5K 1. 1 departure.

•

AMENDYENT 1

Relevan t Conduct. I agree with the provisio ns provided for this
section. Relevan t conduct continue s to plague presente nce writers.
Any and all definiti ons and clarific ations are greatly apprecia ted.
AMENDMENTS 16,

17 a00 18

1. Whether mitigati ng role adjustm ents should apply in cases in
which the defenda nt is less culpable . .. individu als who typicall y
particip ate in similar crimina l conduct.
I do believe mitigati ng role adjustm ents should only apply in cases
in which the def endant is less culpable than other particip ants in
the same case. When you try to group all offende rs into one neat
package none will be identica l. Therefo re, the term " individu als
who typicall y particip ate" in similar crimina l conduct" is
ambiguou s and will open the door for all kinds of interpre tation
for "individ uals who typicall y particip ate".

•

2. Whether defenda nts perform ing certain function s in a drug
activity should be eligible or ineligib le for a mitigati ng role
adjustm ent by virtue of the function performe d .
I do not believe a person should be excluded from receivin g or not
receivin g a mitigati ng role adjustme nt by virtue of the function
performe d. The guidelin es adequat ely defines who should receive an
adjustm ent for mitigati ng roles. The guidelin es should not
incorpo rate a specific function for defining who receives the
adjustm ent . For instance , one may say a "mule" function warrants
an adjustme nt for mitigati ng role. This is fine if the ."mule" only
carries or unloads one shipmen t of drugs. However, if the "mule"
carts several separate shipmen ts involvin g hundreds of kilos of
.drugs should he also be eligible for the same reductio n based on
the function performe d?
3.

Factors to be consider ed for a mitigati ng role reductio n.

The definiti on for applica tion of a mitigati ng role reductio n is
adequat ely addresse d in the guidelin es and should not be changed.
4. Should a mitigati ng role reductio n apply to someone who has not
been held respons ible fo r the full amount to the crime?

•

No. The offende r who is not held respons ible for the full extent
of the crimina l activity is already in receipt of a role reductio n
by the fact he is not being held accounta ble for the entire
conspira cy. The offende r would not have a mitigati ng role i.n an
offense he fully complete d and was aware of .
If a defenda nt does not me rit a mitigati ng role but has
5.
been held respons ible for the full amount, should he be consider ed
for a mitigati ng role?

•

This question could only be answered by reviewing the facts
surroundin g the case. Depending on what his role is in the overall
activity compared to the relative culpabili ty of the other
defendant s.
AMENDMENT 19

I do not agree with setting caps for minimal or minor
A.
participa nts in drug cases. The role adjustmen ts available in
chapter 3 of the guideline s adequately addresses the number of
levels the base offense level should be reduced. By placing a cap
on the guideline level, the mitigatin g role adjustmen ts in Chapter
3 are of no value. If an adjustmen t is made for mitigatin g role
after the cap is in place then the offender is being rewarded twice
for mitigating role when the spirit of the guideline s is for a one
time reduction for a single offense character istic.

•

"To what extent do mandatory minimum sentencing statutes, on
B.
which the Commissio n has set its base offense levels for drug
offenses, further influence the Commissio n's considera tion of these
possible amendment s?"
I do not believe the guideline offense levels should be below the
minimum sentencing statutes. Congress has determine d the penalties
of offenses based upon the overall harm it does to society as a
In setting a mandatory minimum
whole as well as to individua ls.
serious nature of the offense
the
sentence, Congress is addressing
Therefore . allowing an
society.
as well as the harm it inflicts on
minimum penalty is
mandatory
the
individua l to be sentenced below
serious or harmful
as
not
are
offenses
sending a message that these
be.
to
them
deem
as Congress or the public
AMENDMENT 27

Part CA).

I agree with Option 2.

Part CB) and CC).

•

No comment.

Part CO). The Commissio n should not address certain categorie s of
crimes of violence that would be considered "lesser" crimes of
violence and thereby not counted. By amending the penalty for a
felony from one year to two years, the Commissio n addresses
offenses which could be considered "lesser" crlmes of violence.
Additiona lly, be stating certain crimes of violence are less
serious opens the door for defense attorneys to argue crimes of
violence involving spousal abuse should be considered lesser crimes
of violence based on the victim.
Part CE). The conviction s should continue to be counted as two
convict ions .
Part CF). I believe the definition s contained in Section 4B1.2C3)
adequately define "two prior felony conviction s" and an amendment
specifyin g an offender who engages in a single short-live d crime
spree is unnecessa ry and unwarrante d.

•

AMENDMENT 35

Part CB). The Commissio n should amend its guideline s to provide
that conduct described in a count dismissed pursuant to a plea
agreement may be considered in determinin g whether or not to depart
from the applicabl e guideline range.

If a defendant has been acquitted of an offense, he
Part CC).
should not be held accountab le for that offense conduct even though
the court holds there is a preponder ance of the evidence .
AMENDMENT 36

Part CX). The guideline s should be based on the real offense
conduct and not just limited to the offense contained in the plea
agreement. Judicial discretion has become prosecuto rial discretion
as a result of plea agreement s which limits the defendant 's offense
behavior, the actual charge for which the defendant can be
convicted and even the guideline in which the defendant can be
sentenced within.

•

AMENDMENT 20

I agree with Option 3 .

AMENDMENT 4

I agree with the proposed amendment to Section 2A3. 1,2 and 4.

AMENDMENT 9

I agree with Option 2.

CHAPTER 2 GUIDELINES AND COMMENTARY
AMENDMENT 5

I agree with the four level increase as proposed in Amendment 6 end
with the deletion of *'more than minimal planning" .
AMENDMENT 7

I agree with an increase of offense levels on the drug tables at
201 . 1 for distributi on of large amounts of Schedule III, IV, and V
controlle d substance s, anabolic steroids, nd schedule I and II
depressan ts.

•

AMENDMENT 8

I agree with an increase in the offense level from one to five
I believe an enhanceme nt
levels for the number of aliens smuggled.
ted into this
incorpora
for death or bodily injury should be
n it should
stipulatio
the
with
guideline . However, I do not agree
alien or
an
If
mind.
of
state
's
be condition al ·on the defendant
to
injury
bodily
or
death
causes
someone who smuggles aliens
the
of
regardless
t
adjustmen
upward
anyone, he should receive an
of
possession
the
for
given
be
should
circumsta nce. An enhanceme nt

•

a firearm. An increase of 2 levels for possessio n of a firearm
would be an adequate adjustmen t as that is the level assessed in
drug cases.
AMENDMENT 10

The specific character istics contained in Section 2Q1.2 should be
increased by 4 levels. Environme ntal crimes are life-threa tening
Section
to society as a whole and should be penalized according ly.
2Q1.3 should be similarly amended.
AMENDMENT 11

I believe
I agree with the proposed amendment to guideline 2Q2. 1.
an adjustmen t should be added for more than minimal planning and an
upward adjustmen t should be inc reas ed from a two to four for
pecuniary gain.
CHAPTER THREE GUIDELINE S AND COWENTAR Y
AMENDMENT 21

•

The commentar y to Section 3C1.2 is innocuous in defining Reckless
Endangerm ent during Flight. The range of behavior is not
adequately covered in this section. A floor offense with
additiona l levels for degree of risk would be beneficia l to the
presentenc e writer in calculatin g the guideline enhanceme nt.
AMENDMENT 22

Section 301.4 is clear in defining the multiple count rules.
However, when an offender is convicted of several offenses which
can not be grouped together and the offense levels are too low to
be given any units, he does not receive any additiona l levels for
those offenses. Thereby not receiv ing any guideline penalty.
This section needs modificat ion so multiple counts result in an
increase in the guideline range.
CHAPTER FOUR GUIDELINE S AND COMMENTARY
AMENDMENT 25

Part CA).

I agree with the proposed amendment .

AMENDMENT 28

•

Part CA). I agree with the establishm ent of a Category 0 for first
time offenders . However, I do not believe the criminal history
category should be used to measure likihood of recidivism . Also, I
do not agree with Category 0 offenders being eligible for reduced
sentences. A Category 0 could make i t possible for a higher
offense level to be eligible for straight probation or the ••splitsentence .. options.
Part CB). I agree with adding a Criminal History Category VII .
Option 3 adequately addresses how Category VI and VII should be
structured . Therefore offenders who have criminal history points
above 18 would be considered for an upward departure based on the
inadequacy of their criminal history.

•

•

•

Should
I hope my comments to the proposed amendments are helpful.
you have any questions or if I may be of assistance to you, please
contact me at FTS 331-6751 or (317) 226-6751 .

•
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February 12, 1992

Honorable Vincent L. Broderick
United States District Judge
Chairman of the Committee on
Criminal Law of the Judicial
Conference of the United States
United States Courthouse
101 East Point Road
White Plains, New York 10601-5086

•

United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, DC 20004
Attention :

Guideline Comment

Dear Judge Broderick and Members of the United States
Sentencing Commission:
In response to Judge Broderick's correspondence of January 22,
1992, with enclosures,

the opportunity to comment on amendment

proposals, now being considered by the Sentencing Commission, is
appreciated.
Rather than addressing the proposals on a one-to-one basis,
I believe my comments can be helpful to the Judicial Conference's
Committee on Criminal Law,

and the Sentencing Commission,

if I

would address the overall results and effects of the Sentencing
Guidelines

•

as

they now exist and,

improved with the proposed amendments.

as

we

shall hope,

will

be

I will then address several

specific proposed guideline amendments, but time constraints limit
my ability to adequately comment on all proposed amendments.

'

•

My first observation is not particularly addressed directly
to

the

Sentencing

Guidelines;

however,

the

guidelines

are

applicable to criminal actions, regardless of size and importance
of the crimes alleged; therefore, the involvement of judicial time
and effort is noticeable .

In this regard, it is observed that

prosecutors are bringing large numbers of small quantity drug cases
which could and should be prosecuted in state courts.

This action

persists despite the Federal Court Study Committee's report of
April 2,

1990; the year-end address of Chief Justice Rehnquist

delivered at the conclusion of calendar year 1991; and the numerous
complaints of trial and appellate judges as to the unnecessary

•

volume of work being visited upon the federal court system.
Chief Justice Rehnquist's year-end report parallels many of
my personal observations, particularly in cautioning Congress to
"consider the serious implications" of passing legislation that
would "unnecessarily expand the jurisdiction of the federal courts
and intrude into areas of the law that have traditionally been
reserved to state courts."
I am sure that you are aware of the commentaries set forth in
Chapter 2 of the April 2, 1990 report of the Federal Courts Study
Committee, particularly paragraph designated:

A.

•

Federal
and
State
Narcotics Violations

Prosecution

of

Federal prosecuting authorities should
limit federal prosecutions to charges
that cannot or should not be prosecuted
in the state courts and should forge
federal-state partnerships to coordinate
prosecution efforts .
Congress should
2

•

direct additional funds to the states to
help them to assume their proper share of
the responsibilities for the war on
drugs, including drug crime adjudication.
These pronouncements do not appear to be impacting the federal
prosecution of drug cases, which could and should be prosecuted in
State Court, in this the Northern District of West Virginia.
recent drug sweep in

this District resulted in 31 arrests

A
on

federal drug charges which prompted a local county prosecutor to
publicly comment that these individuals were being prosecuted in
federal court because

11

they could get more time.

11

The Court is

advised from the Magistrate Judges before whom the individuals were

•

brought for initial appearances that many of those arrested were
street runners with no prior convictions and that a majority of
these cases resulted from controlled buys involving small amounts
of cocaine.
Also, in recent weeks, the Court received guilty pleas from
approximately eight young men who had become involved in marijuana
usage

while

University.

first

and

second

year

students

at

West

Virginia

The facts revealed no interstate or international

connections, with most of the drug sales being made to fraternity
brothers, roommates, and other college students who may have been
equally culpable.
The Court has seen a mass of similar examples which result in
unnecessary prison terms under the Guidelines, in many instances

•

because controlled buys are intentionally arranged to occur within
a protected zone.

These examples direct our professional attention
3

•

to seek greater flexibility in guideline sentencing, particularly
for the youthful, first time offenders who are totally unaware of
the seriousness of the matters with which they are charged.
I quite agree that these youthful offenders should be required
to cooperate with prosecuting authorities in locating sources of
supply and assisting as witnesses in the state prosecution of lowlevel offenders and in the federal prosecution of interstate and
international traffickers in narcotics; however, I do not believe
that young,

impressionable individuals should be encouraged to

participate in making undercover purchases of illegal substances
in order to receive probation or alternative sentencing which would

•

be the result only of a motion by the government for substantial
assistance.

The

Courts

must

be

given

discretion

to

impose

alternati ve sentencing in such instances.
As left in the sole discretion of federal prosecutors, the
Court

has

observed

what

appears

to

be

completely

applicat i on of substantial assistance motions.

arbitrary

In some cases,

motions are made and vehemently supported when the offender has
made merely one phone call .

In other cases, the prosecutor might

refuse to make the motion even when it appears that the defendant
has performed as much assistance as others who have benefitted from
such a motion.

In this District, the arbitrariness has resulted

in disparity of sentencing for individuals of equal culpability and
cooperation.
Perhaps
•

most

disturbing,

the

withholding

of

pertinent

information from the Court, under the guise of § lBl.B, continues
4

•

to

persist

in

defendant's

this

greater

District.

Often,

culpability,

the Court

after

his

learns

of

sentencing,

reviewing pre-sentence reports of co-conspirators.

a

when

It becomes

readily apparent that this so-called incriminating evidence was
known

by

investigators

long

before

the

defendant

agreed

cooperate or was learned from other cooperating individuals.
Court welcomes any suggestions or revisions to

§

to
The

1B1.8 which would

require the Government to detail intelligence information known to
them prior to the defendant's cooperation.
perceives

that

the

purpose

of

§

At present, the Court

1B1.8

is

being

seriously

undermined.

•

In applying these general observations to specific amendment
proposals, I believe that the adoption of Options 1-5 to Amendment
29,

which provide

for the expanded availability of non-prison

sentencing options, would alleviate some of the problems mounting
in this and many other Districts.

Adoption o; all of these options

would not compromise the purpose of the sentencing guidelines.
appears

unnecessary

to

adopt

an

offense-by-offense

It

approach;

sentencing judges are in a unique . position to exercise discretion
appropriately, given individual circumstances.
additional

alternative

available.

The

sentencing

sentencing

judge

As many as possible

programs
should

should
be

given

be

made

complete

discretion to determine the appropriate alternatives once it is
determined that the defendant qualifies .

•

Consistent with my earlier general comments, I also support
Amendment

33

(A-D)

which covers
5

departures

based on offender

•

characteristics .

With

regard to

33- C,

to the

extent

that

a

defendant's lack of youthful guidance or history of family violence
contributed to the commission of the offense , the sentencing judge
should be given the discretion to consider it as grounds for a
departure .
In addition to my general concern of the misuse of § 1B1.8,
I would oppose Amendment 2A to the extent it proposes to disallow
the sentencing judge from using the information to determine where
within the range the sentence can fall .

This amendment presumes

that such information would always compel the judge to sentence
higher within the established range , when in fact, the so- called

•

incriminating evidence may reveal mitigating circumstances which
might compel sentencing at the lower end of the range.

Of course ,

this might be the exception , but the amendment also seeks to limit
sentencing

discretion

even

further

and

is

not

justified.

Sentencing judges should be given , at a minimum, full discretion
to sentence anywhere within the range .
In considering Amendment 23, which covers the acceptance of
responsibility guideline, I believe it would be beneficial for the
Sentencing Commission

to determine whether an

individual

must

merely accept responsibility for the offense of conviction or for
all relevant conduct.

Although the Fourth Circuit has interpreted

the guidelines to require the offender to accept responsibility for
all relevant conduct , I believe that the better policy would be to

•

require acceptance of responsibility for the count of conviction,
keeping in mind that the individual will still be held accountable
6

- - - - - - - -·------------ ------------ -

•

·-----·-- - - -

for all relevant conduct, even conduct he may not be willing to
acknowledge, if the sentencing judge finds by a preponderance of
the evidence that he was involved in such conduct.
In applying the adjustment in this manner, guilty pleas will
be

encouraged

compelled

to

where
confess

appropriate,
to

conduct

and
in

offenders

will

which _ they

may

not
not

be

have

participated in order to receive the two-level adjustment.

I

oppose any further amendments to acceptance of responsibility, in
that Option 2 appears unjustified, Option 3 appears to make the
adjustment much too complicated and subjective, and Option 4 strips
an

•

individual

of

the

right

to

trial

and

the

presumption

of

innocence, to the extent that it prohibits a reduction for anyone
who puts the government to its proof at trial •
Consistent with my earlier comments, I support the adoption
of Amendment 28,

Part A,

which proposes to create a

criminal

history category 0 .
I believe the adoption of Amendment 34, which eliminates the
requirement of a government motion under §

SKl.l,

except where

departure would go below a statutory minimum, would result in a
vast improvement in the Sentencing Guidelines,

particularly in

light of my earlier comments regarding the arbitrary usage of
substantial assistance motions.

In several instances, individuals

have been encouraged to enter into plea agreements without legal

•

representation and have been refused substantial assistance motions
because the plea agreements did not require them, despite their
reported extensive undercover work performed prior to
7

judicial

•

intervention and appointment of counsel.

It is for such unjust

circumstances that the Court encourages adoption of Amendment 34.
One final proposed amendment which it is believed deserves
attention is Amendment 35, Part (C).

The sentencing judge should

be given complete discretion to determine whether conduct of which
the defendant has been acquitted should be used to determine the
offense level, to select a sentence within the guideline range, or
as a basis for departure.

During the trial, the sentencing

has listened to the evidence as an objective observer and should
be given complete authority to consider the acquittal, if he is
convinced that punishment is deserved or not deserved despite the

•

acquittal, keeping in mind that the defendant would not be before
him for sentencing if the defendant had been tried only upon the
counts of which he was acquitted.
The general concerns I have expressed and the amendments which
I have attempted to address raise interesting questions which could
be discussed in much more detail; however,

I

have attempted to

remain as brief as possible, aware that the Committee on Criminal
Law and the Sentencing Commission will be reviewing many, many
comments.

Once again, the opportunity to address these issues is

most appreciated.

Robert E. Maxwell
United States District Judge

•
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Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004

800 FRANKLIN, ROOM 3 0 5
WACO 76701

RE:

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
SENTENCING GUIDELINES

Dear U.S. Sentencing Commission:

•

•

The following ar•!! comments regarding the Proposed Amendments to the
Sentencing Guidelines memo distributed by Mr. Chamlee on January
29, 1992:
1.

Expanding the availability of non-prison sentencing options is
encouraged.
Option 1 on page 3, which eliminates the
requirement that defendants must serve at least one-half of
the minimum guideline range in prison under the "split
sentence" provision is believed to be an appropriate
adjustment to the guidelines.

2.

Acceptance of Responsibility as it now stands is actually an
acknowledgement of guilt.
It is believed that this
acknowledgement should include an admission of involvement in
the offense of conviction and relevant conduct as noted in
Amendment 23, Option 1 on page 5. In addition, a one level
reduction for demonstrations of acceptance is also believed
appropriate because some defendants take affirmative steps to
demonstrate acceptance of responsibility and do not just
acknowledge their guilt. Option 2 on page 6 is also believed
an appropri ate adjustment to the sentencing guidelines
An
increased reduction for acceptance of responsibility for an
offense level higher than 30
very reasonable.

3.

A redefinit:ion of a career offender appears appropriate.
A
concern in this office involves younger defendants who are
arrested, convicted, and sentenced to periods of impr isonment
for drug di:: >tribution offenses involving very small quantities
of controlled substances. A third conviction in federal court
results in a career offender guideli ne which results i n a
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U.S. Sentencin g Commissio n
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Page Two
seemingly excessive period of imprisonm ent of 17 years plus.
Street dealers are a
Can this b e what Congress intended?
menace to e.ociety, but their careers in crime are. many tim7s
a result of drug addiction and a poor
Career offender guideline s would seem more
upbringin g.
appropria te for the violent offender or the upper echelon drug
distribut or whose "successf ul" career has been the result of
large scale drug distributi on.

4.

In response to Amendment 5 on page 14, it is believed that the
removal of the "more than minimal planning" adjustmen t would
to probation officers. This is a practical
be a
offense character istic. Increasin g the
specific
and realistic
offense lHvels based on the loss tables is likewise
recommend ed. Recently, the president of a non-profi t agency
was convict.ed of accepting bribes totaling over $150,000, was
given a lef;ser sentence ( 18 months) than a street dealer who
was sentenc:ed to 24 months for sales totaling less than two
ounces of heroin.

5.

Amendment 8 on page 14 is supported in its entirety. However,
the increase for previous conviction s need not be deleted. An
enhanceme ni: for possession of firearms is believed especiall y
appropria to due to the increased danger of violence when alien
trafficker H possess weappns.

6.

Amendment 28, (Part A) on page 16, which discusses the
establishn umt of a new category zero criminal history is again
encourage d.. A Chapter 4 two level reduction for a Category 0
criminal history level could provide for a more lenient
guideline imprisonm ent range for an offender who has no
previous arrests or convictio ns, i.e., no prior involveme nt in
the criminal justice system.

7.
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Sincerely,
Michael c. Fisher
Senior u.s. Probation Officer
Guideline Specialist
MCF/vsg
cc:

•

•

Honorable Vincent L. Broderick
c/o The Re!:;earch Division
Federal Judicial Center
1520 H StrHet, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20005
H.H. Whitehill
Chief U.S. Probation Officer
655 E. Durango, Suite 421
San Antonio, Texas 78206
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February 21 , 1992

United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue , NW , Suite 1400
Washington, D. C. 20004
Attn .

Guideline Comment

To Whom This May Concern:

•

•

I have read the notice of proposed amendments to the
sentencing guidelines , policy statements and commentary contained
in the Federal Register , Vol . 57 , No . 1 , of January 2, 1992 ,
wherein comments were solicited . I have a particular comment not
to any proposed amendments but rather to the lack of a proposed
amendment where, I believe , one is necessary.
Specifically,
Application Note 3 to the Commentary to §4A1. 2 needs to be
clarified because judges are finding it unduly vague .
The government has commenced "Operation Triggerlock" wherein
many people convicted of s t ate crimes are being prosecuted
federally for posse.ssion of firearms d iscovered during the
investigation of the state crime.
A typical example is a recent
client of mine .
He was a native of Guyana who was living
unlawfully as an alien in the United States. Specifically, he was
living in an apartment in Hartford , Connecticut . At midnight one
night the police, armed with a search warrant for narcotics, kicked
down his door and found him in bed. Near his bed they found some
narcotics and a firearm. He found himself arrested for the first
time in his life.
He was a " first offender" for the criminal
justice system .
·The firearm bel onged to my client ' s father and was not
possessed for any reason relating to the possession of the
narcotics . My client was prosecuted in state court for possession
of narcotics with intent to sell by a drug dependent person, pled
guilty , and received a sentence of 7 years suspended after 4 . He
was thereafter prosecu ted federally under 18 u.s.c. § 922(g) for
being an illegal alien in possession of the firearm .
He pled
guilty to that offense as well.
The United States Probation
Officer assigned 3 criminal history points to my client based upon
his state drug conviction.
I objected in a letter dated January
30, 1992 , a copy of which is enclosed.
My point was that
Application Note 3 to the Commentary to §4A1.2 clearly states that
"prior sentences are considered related if they resulted f r om
o f fense s that occurred on the same occasion."
The prosecutor
responded in a letter dated February 4, 1992, a copy of which i s

•
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enclosed.
The prosecutor stated that the probation officer was
correct because my client came into possession of the firearm
before he came into possession of the drugs and therefore the
offenses were not "related" despite the fact that the drugs and the
gun were discovered by the police on the same occasion.
The
prosecutor thereafter argued on the day of sentencing that §
4A1.2(a) (2) only appl i es to construing whether two prior sentences
are related to each other, not to a case such as my client's where
the court is determining whether a prior sentence is related to the
case at bar . The probation officer and the judge agreed with the
prosecutor and, as a consequence, my client found himself in
criminal history ca+3gory II
the fact that he was a first
offender in the criminal justice system .

•

The case I have described is not an isolated or unusual case
under " Operation Triggerlock" but rather illustrates the norm. My
client could have been charged in a single federa l indictment with
one count of possession of narcotics and in another count with
possession of the firearm, but instead due to circumstances
completely beyond his control he was not .
The judge,. consistent
with the practice of most judges in " Operation Triggerlock" cases,
departed downward based upon a conclusion that the elevated
criminal history score based on the drug conviction overrepresented
the seriousness of the defendant ' s " criminal history. "
Neither
side is appealing.
Nevertheless, I remain convinced that judges
are misconstruing §4A1.2(a) and Application Note 3 to the
Commentary because they find those provisions to be unduly vague.
In my view, the Commission did not intend to say that individuals
such as the man whose case I described are more likely to become
recidivists if they are prosecuted by separate sovereigns than if
they are prosecuted by a single sovereign.
I would therefore
respectfully suggest that Application Note 3 to the Commentary to
§4Al.2 should be amended to provide further examples to illustrate
cases that are " related" for criminal history purposes.

Defender
GDWjaw
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Thomas G. Dennis

District of Connecticut
4.50 Main Street. Room 710
Hartford 06103

FEDUAL PUBUC DEFENDER

( 20l l UO.lU'
(F"l"Sl 244-ll$7

January 30, 1992

Swisher
Ms.
United States Probation Officer
450 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06103
Re: United
Criminal

v. Malvin Joseph
2:91CR6l(EBB )

Dear Ms. swisher:

•

•

Please let this letter serve as my written objections to the
All of these
Presentence Report in the above-entitl ed case.
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"prior sentences are considered related if they resulted from
offenses that (1) occurred on the same occasion, (2) were part of
a single common scheme or plan, or (3} were consolidated for trial
or sentencing." The drug conviction was "unrelated" in the sense
that the drugs and the gun were not part of a common scheme or plan
that is, the gun was not possessed to protect the drugs.
However, the Guidelines do address the matter in the disjunctive
through the use of the word "or" and thus consider offenses that
occasion to be related even if not part of a
on the
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plan.
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notwithstanding.
I object to paragraph 36 because I believe that Mr. Joseph's
criminal history category is I because he has zero criminal history
points and that, therefore, his guideline imprisonment ·range is 6 12 months .
I object to paragraph 40 for the same reason.
·I disagree with paragraph 64 because I believe that there is
a mitigating factor that warrants a downward departure. Mr. Joseph
has been incarcerated since May 22, 1991, as a result of the police
kicking down his door in the middle of the night and, with his
assistance, discovering a firearm and some drugs.
But for the
decision of the state and federal governments to bifurcate that
incident into
prosecutions, Mr. Joseph would receive
credit toward the imposition of his sentence commencing May 22,
1991.
Instead, he is now facing a concurrent sentence that is
blind to the imprisonment that he has already suffered. As of the
time of sentencing he will have been incarcerated approximately 9
months as to which he will receive no credit. I would respectfully
submit that any sentence considered appropriate by the Court should
be reduced 9 months, thereby deriving an effective guideline range
of 0 - 3 months .

GDWjaw
cc: Nora Dannehy, AUSA
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U.S. Department
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United States Attorney

District of Connecticut

FEB 5 1992.
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February 4, 1992

Ms. Virginia Swisher
United States Probation Officer
450 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06103
RE:

United States v. Malvin Joseph
Criminal No. 2:91Cr00061(EBB)

Dear Ms. swisher:

•

•

The defendant has objected to the criminal history computation
Joseph.
Malvin
for
Report
Presentence
the
in
contained
Specifically, he has objected to the conclusion in ! 31 that the
defendant should receive three criminal history points for his drug
conviction in the State of Connecticut. Based on the facts of the
instant case, the Government is in agreement with the computation
contained in the Presentence Report.
The defendant was arrested on May 22, 1991 and charged by the
State of Connecticut with possession Qf narcotics and by the
federal government as being an illegal alien in possession of a
firearm. The defendant was convicted of possession of narcotics by
Subsequent to his state
a drug dependent person in state court.
conviction, the defendant entered a plea of guilty to the firearms
You have indicated in your report that
charge in federal court.
that he did not possess the gun in
you
informed
the
rather used the gun over a period of
but
drugs
the
with
connection
business.
father's
his
time when closing
In United States v. Banashefski. 928 F.2d 349 (lOth Cir.
1991), the court affirmed the district court's assessment of three
points for a prior conviction under facts very similar to the
The defendant in Banashefski was arrested while
instant case.
driving a stolen vehicle. A firearm was found at the time of his
arrest. He was arrested by the state on the stolen vehicle charge
and indicted on the firearm charge by the federal authorities. The
defendant was convicted on the stolen vehicle charge prior to being
sentenced on the federal charge. For purposes of computing his
criminal history, the defendant was assessed two points for the
prior state conviction . On appeal the court noted that "the
commentary to §4A1.2 explains that a sentence imposed after the

•

defendant 1 s commencement of the instant offense 1 but prior to
sentencing on the offense , is a prior sentence if it was for
conduct other than conduct that was part of the instant offense . "
As in the instant case, there was evidence in Banashefski that the
defendant had possession of the gun prior to the driving the stolen
vehicle.
Becaus e the possessory acts were separable, the court
held that the conduct was not part of the instant offense and did
not occur on the same occasion .
See U. S. S. G. §§4Al. 2 (a) ( 1 ) ,
4A1 . 2 ( a ) (2). See also United States v . Garcia, 909 F.2d 389 1 392
(9th
1990); United States v. Cox, 934 F . 2d 1114, 1 12 5 (lOth
Cir. 1991}.(state drug conviction properly included in computing
criminal history because presence of cocaine, although seized with
the guns, not part of the firearms charge).
Malvin Joseph was not charged by the government with a
narcotics violati0n nor was he charged
18 U.S.C . . §924 ( c } .
The defendant's possession of narcotics is not part of the instant
offense and should not be considered related for purposes of
sentencing .

Very truly yours,

•

ALBERT S . DABROWSKI
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

NORA R. DANNEHY ._:::7
ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

cc: Gary Weinberger, Esq .
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February 28, 1992
United States Sentencing Commission
Attn: Guideline Comment
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004
Dear Sir/M adam :

The American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF) is the
largest voluntary general farm organization in the
United States, representing the interests of nearly four
million member families. Our purpose is to promote,
protect and represent the interests of farmers and ranch
ers across the United States. AFBF has member state
Farm Bureaus in every state and Puerto Rico.

•

Our purpose in submitting comments is to point out a
mistake in the revision to Section 2Q2.1 entitled
"Specially Protected Fish, Wildlife and Plants; Smuggling
and Otherwise Unlawfully Dealing in Fish,
Wildlife and Plants." The example in paragraph 1 under
"Application Notes" of "for pecuniary gain" cites
"when a farmer destroys migratory birds to prevent their
consumption of cereal grains." We submit that this
is not the type of activity referred to in the guidelines
and unfairly establishes a criminal burden on farmers
and ranchers who protect their crops in good faith. Furthe
r, the reach of this provision will likely include
and render as criminal activities that are established agricu
ltural practices and methods of crop protection,
which, by extreme liberal defmition, could be interpreted
as threatening or destructive of wildlife.
. The section is really aimed at trafficking in parts of
endangered and threatened species, and we submit
that it is that activity that should be included as the exam
ple. The migratory bird example does not fit the
section because they are not endangered or threatened
species, nor are they marine mammals that are listed
as "depleted." Furthermore, the application of "for pecun
iary gain" to a farmer trying to make an honest
living is inappropriate and offensive to our members.
Such an interpretation stretches the term to
unacceptable limits, and would encompass any activity
done in
of a lawful business.
The federal Animal Damage Control Act (7 U.S.C. 426)
provides for the control of depredating animal
pests. The Anim al Damage Control program within the
U.S. Deparunent of Agriculture carries out actions
required to control such pests, including actions to contro
l depredating bird species. Not only are such
activities lawful, but they are required by law.

We therefore request that you strike the example set forth
in Section 2Q2.1 because it is inapplicable
and inaccurate, and further that it not be included by defini
tion or otherwise as an element of criminal
activity. Thank you for your attention to our request.
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Executive Director
Washington Office
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